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City passes on recycling aid plan 
Share savings with 
recyclers, RD urges 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A NEW SCHEME to use city money 
to encourage recycling is too expen- 
sive for now, Terrace council has de- 
cided. 
The proposal, advanced by the Kiti- 
mat-Stikine regional district, would 
give recyclers $12.75 for every tonne 
they keep from going to the dump. 
That's 'equivalent o half of the 
transport and landfilling costs at the 
future Forceman Ridge dump near 
Onion Lake. 
Advocates ay spending that money 
will actually save the city money, be- 
cause every dollar that goes to recy- 
tiers will generate an extra dollar in 
savings through reduced ump costs. 
The problem, says city councillor 
and RD rep Stew Christensen, is Ter- 
race is still using its much cheaper ex- 
isting dump - not:Forceman Ridge. 
That means the program won't pro- 
duce sizable savings yet. 
The regional district proposed Ter- 
race contribute $25,000 per year to the 
landfill diversion credit program- or 
about half of the regional program's 
planned $50,000 budget. 
Christensen also blames the city's 
cash crunch due to New Skeena Forest 
Products' failure to pay its property 
taxes. 
"It's dollars - that's really what it is 
at this point," Christensen said. "This 
would be a new program and we'd 
have to cut something else someplace 
else." 
City staff also question the logic of 
giving money to recyclers who already 
recycle without incentives. 
Council plans to re-examine the 
.idea in its 2005 budget. 
Meanwhile, Christensen said the 
regional district will likely vote in 
January on whether to proceed with 
the program throughout he region 
without Terrace. 
He admits Terrace's decision not to 
join now may, prompt neighbouring 
areas to pass on it as well. 
If the Thornhill and Lakelse Lake 
directors vote to 
participate, he . 
noted, taxpayers in 
those areas will 
subsidize recyc- 
ling of material 
from Terrace as 
well. 
Recogn ized  
non-profits or re- 
cycling businesses 
could apply for the Stew 
credit of $12.75 
Chr i s tensen  per tonne of re- 
cyclables collec- 
ted. It would cover organic material, 
paper products, glass and plastic con- 
tainers. 
The program would also finance" 
grants for projects to educate residents ' 
on reducing arbage. 
Once the Terrace and Thornhill 
dumps are replaced by the new Force- 
man Ridge site - where costs will be 
much higher - the recycling credit 
system may well make sense, Christ- 
ensen said. 
"The program has some merit," he 
said. "You earn something by having 
these people do recycling." 
How long it will take to ope n For- 
ceman Ridge is a huge question. 
The regional dump has been on the 
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Veniez 
rival still Goodbye 
has eye to jr high [] 
on prize Schools to run Grade 8-12 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A RIVAL BIDDER for By JENNIFER LANG 
Skcena Cellulose has PRIMARY SCHOOLS and junior highs in Terrace will ' 
never gone away and con- be phased out by September 2005. 
tinues to snipe from the After that, there will be just elementary schools offer- 
sidelines, says New Skee- ing instruction for Kindergarten to Grade 7 and second- 
na Forest Products presi- . ary schools for Grades 8-12. 
dent Dan Veniez. School trustees last month came out out in support O f 
Larry Bontje, head of new grade groupings, assistant superintendent Rob 
Forest Capital Ltd., tried Greenwood said. 
repeatedly to buy the The change is being driven by new graduation re- 
operations or force them quirements that start the graduation program in Grade 10. 
into bankruptcy when the That's going to impact schools in Terrace, where stu- 
province had them up for dents don't move to senior high until Grade ! I. . . . . .  
sale in late 2001 and early Terrace is the only community in the school district 
2002. with primary schools and junior highs. It's also some- 
Governm'cnt officials thing of a rarity in the province, where there are fewer 
ultimately chose Veniez than 40 Grade 8-10 schools. 
and George Petty's NWBC The middle school option - creating schools that go 
Timber and Pulp and not from Grade 7 to 9 - was considered, but has now been 
Toronto-based Bontje nor abandoned. 
Swiss bidder Mercer Inter- "In a middle school there tends 'to I~e clusters Of sub- 
national, jccts taught by the same teacher to the same kids," 
Veniez says he believes Greenwood said. "It's seen as a transition. It's a totally 
Bontje has encouraged different philosophy from a junior high." 
northwest town councils to Education experts suggest he fewer transitions for 
seize equipment in a bid students - the fewer times students change schools - the 
to push New Skeena into better. 
bankruptcy by holding out It's also thought o be better for students and promotes 
the prospect new owners a stronger school culture. 
with deeper pockets could In Terrace, students attend four different schools be- 
come in to pick up the tween Kindergarten and graduation. 
pieces. "Right now, kids go to primary school for four years, 
"This guy has been they really grab ahold of the spirit of the school then 
wasting everybody's time whoosh, they're off to another school. They're there for 
by whispering sweet noth- four, five, six and seven, and then they're off to another 
ings in the ears o1' mere- school, Skeena, and then off we go to Cal." . 
bers of city council," he Students spend just two Years at Caledonia Senior 
said: " Secondary, resulting in a 50 per cent turnover in the stu- 
Now that New Skecna dent body each year. 
is under the supervision of "We're not doing this on a sort of touch-and-feel 
a court-appointed monitor basis," Greenwood cautioned. "This.is grounded in ex- 
- which is calling for o~'- amples of best practice and educational research. Other 
fers to buy the company school districts are considering the same things." 
-Ven- iez says Bontje Greenwood, who has already met with high school 
should put up or shut up. principals, said with the board's recent decision to sup- 
"This guy has been like . port the K-7 and Grade 8-12 grade groupings,, his next 
a nasty mosquito¢ that just 1 A year  w i th  sparkle threeStep iShightO mcefschools.With school planning councils from the 
won't go away," Veniez 
said. "But if he has an CHILDREN like seven-year-old Larissa Wight represented the future as Terrace marked the end of its School planning councils will be expected to forge 
offer and lie has people 75th anniversary year by burying a time capsule at Heritage Park. Children were photographed with the direction the district will take by spring, leaving a 
who are prepared to invest, the capsule, in the hopes they might return in 2078 for its planned opening. The music- and song- full year for planning "rather than spend the whole time 
let him come forward or filled afternoon wrapped up with sparklers and candles that gradually winked out, symbolizing the debating what we're going to do." 
forever hold his peace," end of the year-long 75th celebration. Anniversary committee chair Marylin Davies announced Scenarios include turning all three high :schools into 
Veniez said New Skee- $17,000 in 75th legacy money will'go to landscaping at the George Little house at the foot of Kalum three small 
nu has remained open to St. And mayor Jack Talstra announced the city will convey Order of Terrace honours on Gordon Me- Grade 8- 12 
offers from all serious par- Connell, Ida Mohler and Jim Stainton at a formal ceremony in the weeks ahead. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO schools, or pos- 
ties, although Petty rcjec- ' sibly combining The middle school op- 
ted anofferfromBontjein Man charged after officer slashed Skecna Junior tion-creating schools early 2001. After that and Caledonia that go from Grade 7to 9 
Bontje denied having any into one Grade _ was considered, but has 
ongoing strategy to try to By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN were called to the area or Hanky "Several centimetres left or right 8-12 school with now been abandoned. 
acquire the company, A TERRACE RCMP officer is recu- Panky's nightclub at 12:25 a.m. Dec. could have caused this member a two campuses 
"He hasn't demonstra- perating after being slashed in the 20. fatal injury." (known as the 
ted any capability' to be neck by a large knife last week and As police responded to the scene Despite the wound Joseph was "C  a l -S ke e " 
taken seriously," Veniez a local man is charged with attomp- one of the suspects involved in the able to subdue the suspect until opti0n), with Thornhill becoming a community school 
said. "If he is in any way ted murder, disturbance tled to the area o f  the other officers arrived to assist, for the 350 or so Grade 8 to 12 students there. 
shape or form serious, now Constable Cam Joseph sustained Pizza Hut, Basi said. Joseph was taken to Mills Mere: The new grade groupings will also have implications 
,, for local elementar schools a sltuatton that wtll be af is the time for him to step a 13-centimetre ~ash to his neck just One of our uniformed traffic oriai Hospital where he received 20  ~ Y ' " " 
up to the plate" - above his jugular vein after a sus'~ :members attended the scene and the :~ stitches to the wound on his tllroat, ~ fected by what the sch0ol board  decides to to with 
Terrace. city administra- pect  he was pursu ng  lunged at him' . . . . . . . . . .  suspect lunzed at the member w th a: ....... Charles Jos vh :  . . . . . . . . .  Costetloi: 34 , .  was Mountainvtew .... Elementary,, , . . . .  . ,: 
for Ron Peele confirmed RCMP Staff Sgt. Jas Basi said, .... ~ knife slashing him in:the throat and arresti~d at the seeneiand later The boar d is accepting submtssmns from the corn- 
,, rnumt for pubhc school use of Mountamview Cont inued  Pg. A10 The attack happened after p~lice i neck area, he saidll charged with attempted murderl ' Y  ! . . " ' 
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School survey to gauge 
four-day week's impact 
Monday to Thursday, leav- 
ing Fridays as the day off. 
So various community 
groups-  fi'om businesses 
and fine arts groups to the 
RCMP and sports leagues 
- will be asked to provide 
their opinion on the new 
school week, too. But they 
won't be included in a for- 
mal survey because there 
are so many different 
groups, Greenwood said. 
The district has ap- 
proved spending up to 
$9,000 to pay Malatest for 
its work, which will also 
include gathering the data 
and providing a detailed 
analysis of the results. 
Data would be tabula- 
ted in February, allowing 
trustees enough time to 
evaluate the impact of the 
'four-day week and make a 
decision about whether it 
will continue next year. 
The four-day week has 
been introduced in just one 
other school district in 
Hal Stedham 
B.C. - the boundary dis- 
trict taking in Grand Forks. 
Some observers have 
questioned the validity of 
Boundary's in-house sur- 
vey, conducted a few 
months after the four-day 
week was introduced there 
last year. 
Those results were lar- 
gely positive, reporting a 
drop in both staff and s tu -  
By JENNIFER LANG 
S'TUDENTS ACROSS 
School District 82 will 
take part in a survey on 
the four-day school week 
beginning next month. 
The district has hired a 
firm called Malatest and 
Associates to develop the 
survey to be filled out by 
Grades 5-12 students, as-  
sistant superintendent Rob 
Greenwood said, 
A representative sample 
of parents would also be 
selected to take the sur- 
vey. 
The survey is just one 
tool being used to measure 
the impact of the new 
sch5ol week, which in- 
volves longer school days. 
Malatest will also help the 
district develop the format 
for focus groups and in- 
depth interviews, Green- 
wood said. 
Under the four-day 
school week, classes are 
normally in session from 
From front 
dent absenteeism - and no 
negative impact on grades. 
Terrace trustee Hal 
Stedham said the problem 
with surveys is that ques- 
tions can be designed to 
elicit a desired response. 
"The Boundary survey 
was subject o a great deal 
or criticism for that very 
reason," Stedham said. 
"We want an independent 
person who doesn't have a 
stake on what's going on 
here [to design and con- 
duct the survey]." 
When trustees approved 
the shorter week earlier 
this year, they made it 
clear they were only doing 
it to balance the budget -
and not for educational 
reasons. 
Trustees promised to 
monitor the impact on stu- 
dents, leaving the door 
open to the possibility that 
the controversial decision 
could be reversed in the 
future. 
Proposed dump under fire 
drawing board for years 
and is now under fire from 
three different aboriginal 
groups. 
The Haisla at Kitimaat 
Village are worried lea- 
chate from the proposed 
dump could flow south into 
the Kitimat River, Christ- 
ensen said. 
He said the area is also 
a traditional trapping area 
of the Kitselas band, 
which worries animals 
there may enter the dump. 
And the Lax Kw'alaams 
band near Prince Rupert 
says it's one of their tradi- 
tional berry-picking areas. 
Christensen still hopes 
the new dump could be 
open within two years, but 
others are less optimistic. 
"I 'm not 100 per cent 
convinced we'll ever go to 
Forceman Ridge," coun- 
cillor David Hull said. 
Christensen and Hull 
also dispute whether re- 
cycling of some materials 
this far away from major 
cities makes any actual 
environmental sense. 
Expending energy and 
burning fuel to collect 
glass, crush it, ship it to 
Vancouver and then re- 
cycle it there may ultima- 
tely be more damaging 
and generate more emis- 
sions than taking it to the 
dump, Christensen said. 
"It will be better for the 
environment to landfill it," 
he said. 
Glass, Hull noted, is not 
toxic and doesn't produce 
leachate when landfilled. 
Four arrested following home invasion 
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FOUR area men have 
been arrested following an 
arnmd home invasion last 
week. 
The Dec. 19 incident 
happened at 7:30 p.m. at 
an apartment block at 
4931 Walsh Ave. across 
fi'om Skeena Junior Sec- 
ondary School. 
Victims told police four 
men armed with a bat and 
knives entered the apart- 
ment and threatened the 
occupants with bodily 
harm, police say. 
The suspects then took 
several pieces of expen- 
sire electronic equipment 
from the apartment includ- 
ing a computer. 
There were two occu- 
pants living in the apart- 
ment but they had other 
friends visiting when the 
invasion happened, says 
Staff Sgt. Jas Basil 
..... According to Our in- 
itial investigation the vic- 
tims do not know the sus- 
pects in this matter," Basi 
said. 
"We 'believe that one of 
the suspects may reside in 
the same apartment com- 
plex that afforded them 
entry into the apartment 
building," 
Police responded to the 
scene and caught four sus- 
pects before they could 
leave the building. 
A search warrant exec- 
uted at an apartment in the 
same complex saw police 
smze some of the items 
related tothe robbery. 
Police arrested four 
men and are recommend- 
ing several charges includ- 
ing robbery. 
All of the suspects and 
the victim are known to 
police and investigators 
believe this was an isola- 
ted incident. 
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Again this year, your local Canadian Tire Store in Terrace was able to help 
out the Salvation Army Family Services with a helpful donation to the 
Christmas hatnper program. Canadian Tire, in association with their national 
partner The Foundation For Families, raises monies through out the year for 
families in need, So far this year over 2.7 million dollars has been donated to 
provide families with basic needs in all parts of Canada. This is the third year 
that the Terrace Canadian Tire Store has donated to the food bank projects in 
Prince Rupert, Kitimat and Terrace. Pictured here is local owner/operator 
Bryan Gascon with David Moulton of the Salvation Army. 
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Parents to go to class 
Two local groups qualify for 
provincial youth project funds 
By JENNIFER LANG will be expected to remain 
YOU MIGHT call it Par- sober during the length of 
enting 101. the course. 
A comprehensive new "It's been a long time 
parenting program aims to coming," said Debbie 
give young parents the Scarborough, the local 
skills they need to raise consultant who was hired 
healthy children, to design the course curri- 
Parents in Training, or culum and help run the 
PIT, is a free, 36-day pro- program. 
gram starting in January "Babies don't come 
that will teach participants with instruction manuals," 
life and parenting skills she said. 
they may not already be When she  started her 
equipped with. research, she was surprised 
The PIT cOurse is being to discover there were no 
offered by the Northwest programs of this scope in 
Band Social Workers As- the province. 
sociation, one of two local Where other parenting 
groups that qualified for programs operate for a few 
$75,000 in provincial gov- hours a week, parents 
ernment money for youth signing onto the PIT pro- 
projects, gram will be expected to 
Seven referrals have al- attend three days a week 
ready come in for the pro- from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
gram. They'll working through 
Participants will attend three to four topics each 
class three clays a week for week. 
12 weeks. During that "The) will have to 
time, they'll also complete work," Scarborough said. 
an adult education certifi- " I t 's  going to be a 
care through Northwest challenge." 
Community College. The program will con- 
Plans call for the centrate on effective par- 
course to be offered five or enting skills - communi- 
six times over the next 18 eating, listening, control- 
months, ling anger and improving 
"We work with a lot of family literacy - but life 
young parents and a lot of skills are another main 
children at risk," exec- component of this inten- 
utive director Geri Mc- sire, hands-on course. 
Dougall said, adding abor- A combinat ion of 
iginal children and youth course facilitators and IT'S BEEN A LONG time coming, says consultant Debbie Scarborough, who 
comprise the overwhelm- guest speakers will parents designed the curriculum for a new parenting course .  JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
school districts and taunt- money will boost  the' Ave. 
cipalities were eligible for number of families who The CDC's Building 
one-time only funding of can take part in the Build- Blocks program is for first- 
up to $75,000. ing Blocks program over time parents under the age 
The Terrace Child De- the next 18 months. Of 24 wlio gain support and 
velopment Centre is an- The child development information through a 
other local recipient of a centre can also provide combination of home visits 
Strengthening and Crea- weekly community parent- and weekly group meet- 
ings for families. 
A weekly drop-in group 
'Babies don't come with instruction for fathers and their child- 
manuals.' ren aged 5and under is 
one of the Park Centre's 
successful new additions: 
These sessions blend 
activities anti discussions 
about pare,nting during a 
shared meal. Another par- 
ent drop in takes place 
Mondays. 
ing major i ty  of those 
placed under ministry care 
in northern B.C. 
"I thought, why don't 
we give these parents the 
tools so that it won't  
happen?" 
Families affected by 
the residential school sys- 
tem may have found it dif- 
ficult to bond with their 
children, she said, adding 
the course is designed to 
help strengthen families. 
it's open to anyone. Re- 
gistration is on a first- 
come, first-serve basis and 
there is no interview pro- 
cess that might act as a 
deterrent to potential parti- 
cipants - although they 
to how to eat healthier 
meals, open a bank ac- 
count or even get a library 
card - things some parents 
may have never done be- 
fore, as startling as it 
sounds. 
The project grant is 
from a $2 million fund 
from the Ministry of Child- 
ren and Family Develop- 
ment that's managed 
through UNBC's social 
work program, 
It was created to assist 
family-supporting a encies 
in the north to help reduce 
the number of children in 
government care. 
Non-profit societies, 
First Nations agencies. 
ting Capacity to Care for 
Children and Youth Fund 
grant worth the maximum 
amount. 
Executive director Mar- 
gol Van Kleeck said the 
ing classes in conjunction 
with other agencies in Ter- 
race. 
Both of these programs 
operate out of the Park 
Centre office at 4665 Park 
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Vacancy rate dips 
THE RENTAL vacancy rate here has dropped but 
still remains the second highest in B.C. 
The rate for Terrace was 35.8 per cent, down 
nearly five points from a year ago, according to the 
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation. 
Kitimat continues to have the highest vacancy 
rate in B.C., with 40.5 per cent. That's marginal 
drop from 41 per cent last year. 
Prince Rupert's residential,vacancy rate shot up 
from 27.5 per cent to 34.8 per cent, 
Low vacancy rates have pushed average rents 
down in the Terrace-Kitinnat rea. CMHC-said the 
average apartment rent in Terrace fell to $475 from 
an average $516 the year before, Kitimat rents 
eased $4 a month to an average $456. 
Taking the plunge 
THE UPCOMING Kinsmen Kerrnodei Bear Swim 
is shaping up to be one of the biggest and best at- 
tended plunges in the event's 13-year history. 
Not only will dozens of brave souls take turns 
leaping into the chilly Lakelse Lake water to ring 
in the new year - tt will ,also be the official kick 
off of the Year of the Kermode. 
Terrace's 2010 Community benefits team, city 
council, Skeena MLA Roger Harris and the Kins- 
men club are joining forces to highlight the drive 
to have the unique white bear chosen as a symbol 
for the 2010 Winter Olympics, says swim chair 
Bruce Martindale. 
Roger Harris and city administrator Ron Poole 
are just a few people taking the plunge to raise 
awareness about the northern push to elevati: the 
popularity of the bear. 
"This is one of the most important issues econo- 
nfically and politically," says Martindale. 
"We need to gain ownership of it for this city 
and ownership at an international evel before 
somebody else takes ownership of it." 
The Jan. 1 celebration will include an official 
launch of the Year of the Kermode featuring Ter- 
race Mayor Jack Talstra, followed by an anticipa- 
ted group of at least 50 people jumping feet first 
into the frigid water to ring in the new year. 
The festivities kick off at ! p.m. 
Thanks for the lift 
A SECOND WORLD War veteran says highway 
maintenance crews appear to have listened to his 
recent complaints about snow removal. 
Otto Lindstrom wondered why Nechako North- 
Coast's grader operators couldn't give him a break 
by lifting the wing of the blade as they pass the 
entrance to his farm on Highway 16. 
With his CAT bulldozer down for repairs this 
winter, the 87-year-old has been forced to shovel 
the mountain of snow left behind in the driveway 
when the highway is cleared. 
Lindstrom, who argued his driveway is a special 
case because his family gave up part of their farm 
for the highway right~ot'-way, said last week he was 
pleased to discover crews had cleaned the en- 
trance after the most recent snowfall. 
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No deal 
THERE ARE two huge reasons why Terrace 
should fight the Canada-U.S. softwood lumber 
deal as currently proposed. 
They are the two idle sawmills here - West 
Fraser's and New Skeena Forest Products'. 
The deal, and especially its proposed 
implementation, would dash hopes that either 
mill will run consistently in the months and years 
ahead. 
The aging West Fraser mill, one of the least 
profitable in the company's stable, would be one 
of the first probable casualties of a deal. 
Unless it finds new non-American customers, 
West Fraser would have to cut back lumber 
production by 400,000 board feet from current 
levels under the deal. That would surely mean 
the Company would fill its quota of U.S. lumber 
exports from more profitable mills, and the 
Terrace mill would run sporadically, if at all. 
Even New Skeena, with its more modern 
sawmill here and labour concessions - and even 
with different owners and deeper pockets - would 
be on the ropes because it would get virtually no 
allowance for exports to the U.S. at all. 
That's because export quotas are to be set 
based on how much lumber companies hipped 
to the U.S. in the past year and a half. In the case 
of closed New Skeena, that number is zero, and 
that's how much quota this mill will get. 
If this deal sticks, Ottawa must at a minimum 
overhaul the system for assigning export fights so 
that some pool of quota is held back for special 
cases like New Skeena. 
Although forest companies would be able to 
sell quota to others, there's merit in some kind 
of government-administered auction of quo!a to 
efficiently redistribute it to those willing to pay. 
But that alone is not good enough, particularly 
if crippled coastal companies must outbid the 
likes of Canfor and Slocan for a chunk of quota. 
For that reason any such scheme should be split 
up into coastal and interior versions. 
The entire deal is clearly flawed over and 
above the quota issue. 
It leaves a billion dollars in the hands of the 
U.S. lumber barons - a huge war chest ready to 
fuel their next legal attack if this deal collapses. 
Whether the deal will ultimately lead to free 
trade for B.C. producers in three to five years 
time is doubtful. B.C.'s forestry reforms would 
have to get the blessing of U.S. officials. 
And the tariffs that kick in once a company 
manes out its quota are so high they preclude any 
further exports. 
We should buckle down and carry on the legal 
fight until after the next U.S. election is over. 
Armed with new rulings we can then go back 
to Washington, basking in prime minister Paul 
Martin's new era of Canada-U.S. relations, and 
bring home something closer to true free trade. 
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Ferry chaos  is fc r from crver 
VICTORIA -The ferry workers 
behaved like thugs, management 
substituted bravado tbr brains 
and this government- and its 
predecessors - set the stage for 
the whole mess. 
And the damage done goes far 
beyond the current disruption. 
You can't entirely blame the 
ferry workers' union for ignoring 
both the law and the contract they 
signed. It's learned behaviour. For 
more than 30 years governments 
have taught he union that illegal 
strikes get results, and bring no 
consequences. 
And that's the lesson again. 
The union has won, gaining 
binding arbitration and a promise 
the company won't seek any 
damages after this strike. 
Governments occasionally. 
talked tough over the years. 
But their actions showed the 
union that law-breaking is an 
effective, risk-free tactic. 
When workers staged an 
illegal wildcat strike in 1997, 
;lhel .government ,promised. to 
go alter damages. Instead, the 
union and the corporation each 
ended up chipping in $30,000 for 
grievance resolution training, and 
the government forgot about he 
loss to taxpayers and ferry users. 
So it's hardly a shock that the 
union is prepared to break its 
contract and the law. The tactic 
has worked, and been accepted 
PAUL WILLCOCKS 
by government. (And the current 
government has given up some 
moral authority by breaking 
contracts itdoesn't like.) 
Ferries management should 
have known the risk, and avoided 
blundering into this dispute. 
The system was shut down 
over a relatively small issue. 
The upside of essential services 
designation, from a union 
perspective, is that service can be 
disrupted without oo much harm 
to members, who largely stay on 
the job. So the union refused to 
work. 
The company's anger at that 
is understandable. The union 
doesn't own the ships, or decide 
who will staffthem. But the smart 
move would have been to let the 
ships sail and head to the LRB 
for a remedy. The focus should 
be on protecting the business 
and reaching asettlement, not on 
symbolic victories and defeats. 
(Based on my direct experience 
in one strike, one lockout and too 
many difficult negotiations, that 
focus is hard to maintain.) 
Instead, the service was 
shut down and Labour Minister 
Graham Bruce imposed the back- 
to-work order and cooling off 
period. The decision looks hasty 
today, but given the escalating 
Restaurants and gift shops were stupidity at ferry ,terminals, on 
not gomg to be operating, ;so.,.,Tuesday~.it's hard to fault Mr. 
management wanted to schedule Bruce. 
lower-paid eckhands instead of 
workers getting a premium for 
doing those jobs. They would still 
be fully trained union members, 
and my reading of the Labour 
Relations Board essential services 
order indicates management was 
within its rights. 
But the union didn't like it. 
The problem is far from 
resolved. The union's track 
record suggests that it won't 
hesitate to ~ strike illegally if it 
doesn't like arbitrator Vince 
Ready's recommendations. 
And the company still faces 
major financial pressures as a 
result of the Liberals' move to 
create a semi-independent ferry 
authority. 
Leaving aside one-time 
charges, the ferry corporation 
made about $24 million last year. 
But it faces immediate financial 
problems. The government has 
only guaranteed the $74-million 
subsidy from gas taxes for five 
years. And the ferry company 
has to borrow some $2 billion 
over the next 15 years, without 
government guarantees. Lenders 
will ,want to see a realistic 
projection of profits that allow 
the loans to be repaid. 
Looking ahead five years, 
the company faces a potential 
operating loss of more than $100 
million. Revenue gains, from 
both rate increases and more 
business, may help. 
But the company will have 
to cut costs. And since wages, 
at $250 million, make up more 
than half the operating expenses, 
that's where the savings will 
have to come. The current ruce 
is merely a respite from, the 
problems ahead. 
It's been a grim week, and 
not just for travellers and ferry- 
dependent businesses. 
B.C.'s reputation for 
destructive labour relations has 
hurt the economy for years. This 
strike reinforces that reputation, 
at a very bad time. 
E, taih willcocks@ultranet.ca 
Too stubborn to: learn Fre;nch? 
LESS than two weeks after 
Paul Martin was swom in as 
prime minister and promised 
to make the West feel more 
included, more civil service 
jobs in Ottawa are to be 
classified bilingual. How will 
this include more westerners 
in lucrative jobs? 
Already 60 per cent of 
Ottawa's civil servants come 
from Ontario r Quebec largely 
because few westerners can 
qualify for bilingual postings. 
We tend to blame the East for 
this disparity, but of course 
we have only ourselves to 
chastise. 
Whether we're born in 
Victoria or Regina we are as 
capable of learning French as 
anyone from Rouyn or Bale 
Comeau. Goodness knows the 
opportunities to learn French 
abound in Canada. So what's 
our excuse for commanding 
only English? After all, plenty 
of westerners are bilingual 
- only their languages range 
for Ukrainian to Hindi, just 
not French. 
My theory is we're too 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
stubborn to learn French. We 
feel if we do, we would be 
knuckling under to Quebec. 
And we harbour an inner 
certainty English is superior to 
French. Why else would we so 
adamantly reject he language 
at every turn? 
Tlae second half of my 
theory involves religion. 
Somehow we equate French 
with Catholicism, since 
most French tend also to be 
Catholics, while English tend 
to be Protestant. I grew up 
in a French community with 
only five English-speaking 
families, one of whom also 
spoke Ukrainian. Everywhere 
we went we were surrounded 
by French and being insecure, 
we were sure they were always 
talking behind our back. Now 
I know better. 
.I had the regulation four 
years of high school French 
and learned to comprehend 
it reasonably well. But I was 
too shy to speak it for fear 
someone would laugh, as the 
time I translated a line as, "I 
love the Frenchman's apples," 
when it should have been 
"apples grown in France." My 
teacher laughed. Now, I would 
laugh too. Then, I wanted to 
crawl under my desk. 
My youngest brother Bob, 
took the opposite tack. More 
willing to make mistakes, he 
pursued French. He got a B.A. 
and qualified to teach high 
school French. He chaperoned 
his classes to Quebec City and 
Paris, France. 
His oldest daughter opted 
to take one high school year in 
Quebec where she lived with 
a French family. His second 
daughter, too, immersed 
herself in the language until 
the three of them banter back 
and forth switching from 
English to French as thy wish. 
When the oldest daughter 
married athoroughly bilingual 
fellow from St. Albert, 
Alberta they set up a French 
household. Consequently their 
3-year-old son lives in French. 
His babysitter-aunt speaks 
only French to him. He'll be 
attending a French pre-school. 
And Grandma can't converse 
with him. 
But he does understand 
English. We visited his family 
on his third birthday. He was 
chewing on a plastic key when 
I aimed the camera as he sat 
on his Grandpa's knee at the 
breakfast table. "Can you take 
the key out of his mouth?" I 
asked him. He did. Both his 
Morn and his aunt collect big 
paycheques at bilingual jobs 
in Edmonton. What could be 
more inclusive? 
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The first hint of looming School District 82 
budget cuts arose when it announced a series of 
meetings to decide what to do for the new school 
year beginning in September. 
Everything from closing schools one day a 
week, to increasing fees, to seeking to corporate 
sponsorship are to be laid out over the next while. 
School district acting assistant superintendent 
Rob Greenwood said ideas and possible cost cutting 
measures will be gathered together for discussion as 
the district prepares its next budget. 
"k'k',k,k Yr Yr 
Residential and commercial users of natural gas 
face a double whammy. 
The B.C. Utilities Commission has given Pacific 
Northern Gas (PNG) approval to raise not only 
the price for gas but the cost of delivering it to 
cuslomers. 
Gas charges went up 20 per cent as of Jan. I 
and delivery charges went up by almost the same 
amount, 17 per cent. 
PING is not allowed to make a profit on what it 
pays for gas at the well head, meaning that it passes 
through the cost to its customers, but it does make 
money from delivering the commodity. 
PING had been looking for rate increases of 25 
per cent for gas and 21 and 20 per cent increases for 
residential and commercial customers respectively. 
"k 'k 'kYr~ 
The Northern Health Authority is boosting wages 
of its senior and non-union employees by an average 
five per cent. 
The total cost works out to $675,000 a year. 
A breakdown of how the raises are applied wasn't 
made available, but there are 204 senior and non- 
contract employees on the authority payroll. That's 
down from 226 before the authority began cutting 
positions. 
"k'k'k'k'k'-k" 
For the fifth straight year, most property 
assessments in the city fell. The average home 
assessment for 2002 fell five per cent to $105,516 
from the year before. 
In total, assessments fell to $715.2 million for 
2002 from nearly $740 million the year before and 
continues a decline from a peak assessment value of 
$831 millioo in 1998. 
Assessments are based on the market value of 
properties as of July 1. 
B.C. Assessment Authority officials say an 
average horseshoe home which sold for $107,800 
in 2001 sold for $101,000 in 2002. A Thornheights 
hom~ worth,$1:22,500'in, 2001~ was worth, $1 (20,0001 
a,gearqatldr. ,.,,i,~,~,, ~,,,:,,,, ,., 
ALICE CLAIROUX was one of the local motorists 
vincial government announced a 3.5 cent per litre 
February 
People in the recreational ngling business here 
are worried that planned fish fee increases for tourists 
will hurt their business and the local economy, 
Fees,~t9 fish classified riverswill d0u..b!.e,to.~as 
• ,~,,-, ~ ........ ~,, much a~.$,40.a-day,as of,,~pril,l, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"k'k'k'k-k-'k 
Mills Memorial Hospital has hired one third of 
the 25 graduates of Northwest Community College's 
first-ever licensed practical nursing program. 
The nurses finished their one-year course in 
December 2002. 
Mills nursing director Marg Petrick said the new 
hires are taking the strain off the workload of the 
hospital's registered nurses. As with many hospitals, 
Mills has a shortage of registered nurses. 
Money for the new nurses comes from that which 
would have been spent on registered nurses. 
,k"k'-k ,k Yr ,k" 
Police are looking for the individual or individuals 
sending dozens of harassing letters to members of 
Terrace's Punjabi community. 
The letters contain no threats or demands but 
have detail about the every day lives of those who 
receive them, says Staff Sergeant Tom Forster. 
More than 40 letters in Punjabi have been 
received so far and are addressed in English in a 
different handwriting style than the contents. 
"It doesn't compel them to do something or not to 
do something. It's dispersal of information intended 
to make people feel uneasy," said Forster. 
k felt marker was also used to deface a vehicle, 
home as well as a commercial property frequented 
by one of those who received the letters. 
,k',k" Yr Yr'k',k" 
Fierce winter winds blew off a portion of the roof 
at Thornhill Elementary. 
The wind first litied a portion of the roof's 
niembrane, creating enough force to roll up 
insulation panels and roofing material, and spill it 
over.the side like a sheaf of unfurled paper towels. 
Repairs were estimated at $50,000 and will be 
covered by insurance. 
General licence fees are also rising as of that 
date. 
"That's a lot of money," Northcoast Anglers 
owner Leona Murray said of the classified watgers 
daily prices. "That's really going to harm this area 
for tourism." 
~,k'k-k -k-k 
The number of aboriginal people in the greater 
Terrace area grew substantially between the 1996 
census and the one conducted in 2001. 
Aboriginal people now make up 15.5 per cent 
of the population - 3,085 people at the 2001 census 
time - compared to 10.8 per cent or 2,250 people in 
1996. 
The growth comes at a time when the rest of the 
population is dropping in the area. 
Aside from natural population growth, Alfie 
McDames of the Kermode Friendship Centre said 
more aboriginal people from outside the region now 
call Terrace home. 
He and Elmer Derrick, a Gitxsan land claims 
negotiator who lives in Terrace, said the city's 
medical services, shopping and educational access 
act as a draw. 
,k',k'k',k -  -k 
Years of rumours became fact when the city 
announced it was giving up its animal shelter land 
and parkland as part of a deal that will result in a 
WaI-Mart being built. 
The other package of land consists of the Glen 
Sounders property, beside the Skeena River, that 
once housed River Industries. 
In exchange for its land, the city will get nearly 
$397,000 and a strip of parkland immediately beside 
the river. 
With the city land and the Saunders property, 
Wal-Mart will end up with a 10.5 acre parcel. 
,k,,k .k--k-k-k 
ROSS SLEZAK and others with the Save the Northwest Committee launched a campaign backing 
Kitlmat council's fight to halt power exports byAIcan. 
who felt they were being hosed when the pro- 
increase in gasoline taxes. 
New Skeena Forest Products owner Dan Veniez 
is turning back as much as 2.7 million cubic metres 
of timber it hasn't cut. 
The company, which hasn't operated since mid- 
The discovery is enough for the provincial 
government and the Geological Survey of Canada 
to put $4 million over the next four years into more 
research. 
The area, called the Bowser Basin, by oil and 
gas experts has largely been ignored since the 1960s 
when two test wells came up dry. 
But new technology and research, focussed on the 
minute oil particles, has spurred renewed interest. 
Provincial officials are also off to Calgary to meet 
with oil and gas companies in hopes of convincing 
them to take another look at the Bowser. 
,k ,k ,k,k-,k--# 
The city is splitting up its long sought after 
multiplex in hopes of getting more money from the 
provincial and federal governments. 
It is forging ahead on a plan for a second sheet of 
ice, to go between the existing arena and the aquatic 
centre, while placing plans for a conference centre 
and arts complex on hold. 
The slimmed down verston will use a $2 million 
provincial-federal grant for ~l second sheet of ice 
and renovating the existing banquet room in,the 
current arena building for use as youth and multi 
purpose centre. A new building committee will 
concentrate on raising nearly $2 million to complete 
the financing. 
Mayor Jack Talstra said applications for more 
grants will be made for the convention centre and 
arts complex plans. 
• ' "k "k'k"k"k"/r 
The federal Skeena riding will expand east along 
Hwy 16 instead of south as far as Williams Lake, 
federal boundary officials have decided. 
The new riding is to be called Skeena-Bulkley 
Valley and have its eastern edge in the Vanderhoof 
area. 
New ridings reflect population changes and gtve 
the growing southern part of B.C. more ridings 
while cutting back in the north where numbers of 
people are shrinking. 
Overall, B.C. is to have two more seats when 
elections are held next year. 
There had been great opposition to the first plans 
to expand Skeena south as it would have made for 
a huge riding and one that would be difficult to 
represent. 
-k -k -k"k"k-,k- 
Northwest Community College is raising tuition 
rates by as much as 40 per cent and is closing its 
Masset campus on the Queen Charlotte Islands in 
order to balance its budget. 
But it is spending money on new programs in 
hopes of increasing its student population to better 
2001, was supposed to cut the wood over the past reflect he grant it gets from the province. 
five .years under licences granted by theoroyince. 
... Because,it failed ,to.meet~¢Uttihg ~erq[~i~elhents~ ;. ~" .~il:Ji;;: ~):~ ,:J.'..~ lilttb.JJ_-. ,'~l:3(t ~ff!'..¢¢O~ IO 
the province can penalize the company' b'at'it's not . . . . . .  ~ . r l  .... 
yet known if that will happen. g,  
Harris said placing the volume in the hands o f  
other operators could stimulate ahard- pressed forest 
industry in the area which has suffered since New 
Skeena shut down operations. 
,k'k,k "k--k -k 
Local residents are taking part in peace vigils 
every Friday on the sidewalk in front of the Skeena 
Mall. 
The vigils are to highlight opposition to a pending 
invasion of Iraq by U.S.-led military forces. 
U.S. President George W. Bush has said 
Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein has a stockpile of 
nuclear and biological material that pose a threat o 
neigbouring countries. 
"k'k'k"/t,k'k 
The city has pledged to raise $389,000 to assist 
students attending a new medical school at the 
University of Northern B.C. in Prince George. 
It's part of $6 million the university wants to 
invest and then use the resulting interest for bursaries 
and other financial assistance. 
The medical school is to open in the fall of 2004 
with 24 students and operate in conjunction with the 
existing medical school at UBC. 
March 
Alaskans who want a road connectioa between 
the province and the Alaskan Panhandle no longer 
say it'll be a one-way street o move resources out 
of B.C. 
They're now saying they need the road to move 
goods and materials from the Panhandle to B.C. as 
the state ferry system can't handle demand. 
"We believe the road would do much to bene(it 
us as well as your people," City of Wrangell official 
Terry Otness told a chamber of commerce meeting 
here. 
Some B.C. residents oppose the road plan, saying 
it would harm any attempt o make the port at 
Stewart an outlet for shipping resources. 
"k-'k ~-'k'-k-k 
Last year the school district closed schools in an 
attempt to balance its books. Now it's going to close 
schools on Fridays in hopes of saving inoney on 
custodial, maintenance, clerical and bus services. 
The one-day closure decision is expected to cut 
costs by $1.4 million, but the district said that still 
won't be enough to overcome an antici paled deficit. 
Skeena Liberal MLA Roger Harris is urging laid 
off IWA workers at New Skeena's awmill here to 
sign a new labour contract. 
"I understand their concern. But it's time for 
them to come to a consensus that's going to work for 
them," said Harris. 
Union members are on the verge of losing 
seniority and recall rights. They disappear after 18 
months of being laid off. 
But workers would have to sign a deal lhat cuts 
wages by an average 20 per cent. That could be 
recouped if and when the mill makes a profit should 
it ever start up again. 
~'k'k"k'k~r 
Experts hope that minute particles of oil found in 
rock formations north of here could lead to bountiful 
reserves of oil and gas. 
The city is holding le line on property taxes 
at about $8 million in its new budget, but property 
owners may still see their tax bills increase. 
That's because the provincial government is 
increasing school taxes and because of a hike to help 
pay for the new hospital in Kitimat. 
In total, the city will spend just over $13.1 
million. Fees and sale of services will account for 
$1.8 million, the second largest revenue source after 
property taxes. 
Policing costs at $2.5 million make up the largest 
departmental expense. 
On tap this year are several road improvement 
projects, including $474,000 to rebuild Walsh from 
Kenney to Munroe 
-k-k,k,k-Yr "/r 
The Thornhill animal shelter has stopped 
adopting out dogs and cats unless them they've been 
spayed or neutered. 
The move is designed to clamp down on the large 
number of unwanted pets roaming the streets. 
Under the old system, new pet owners were given 
vouchers valid at veterinary offices but people either 
forgot- or refused - to use the vouchers. 
Animal control officer Angela Vanderboorn said 
people fail to recognize that not fixing their animals 
can amount o a death sentence for their offspring. 
The new policy will drive that point home, she 
hopes. 
-k'k'k 'k- 'k- "k- 
The amount of fluoride added to city water is 
going down by 30 per cent on the recommendation 
of Northern Health Authority medical health officer 
Dr. Isaac Sobol 
He said the cut to 0.7 parts million of fluoride is 
to avoid dental fluorosis - a cosmetic problem of 
white patches on teeth. 
Fluoride from other sources, such as toothpaste, 
means less is needed in the water supply to get the 
job done, Sobol added. 
The decision .follows debate at council about 
whether fluoride is needed at all and because of 
worries from some quarters about the safety of the 
substance. 
"k'k'k'k"k"/r 
The city has completed rezoning of land for the 
new Wal-Mart building so its contractors can get 
started as soon as possible with a view to completing 
construction for a December opening. 
Involved was a large piece owned by Glen 
Saunders and city land on which the animal shelter 
now sits, 
The location is beside the Skeena River just 
before one of the bridges which crosses the river to 
Ferry Island. 
"k Yr ,k,k,k-,k" 
Plans by the Terrace-Kitimat Airport Society to 
lengthen the airport runway aren't aimed at attracting 
WestJet, says society president Fraser Mackie. 
The society wants to add 1,500 feet to its main 
6,000-foot runway at a cost of  $2.5 million to 
position the airport for the future, he said. 
The extension has been criticized by some people 
who say attracting WestJet will harm existing 
Hawkair. 
But Mackie said a longer runway could lead to 
direct international f ights from overseas and more 
cargo aircraft coming in, - ..... 
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The Year In Review 
1HE VILLAGE of Kincolith celebrated the May 17 official opening of its new road to the rest of the Nass 
Valley and Terrace. Krystal Stewart 12, was among the villagers who welcomed hundreds of visitors. 
a short but Instoric ceremony mark- Dothistroma needle blight has May ing the official opening of the road now infected stands of lodgepole 
to Kincolith May 17. Until the $33- pine covering 50,000 hectares in the 
Terrace city council ors say they million, 29-km road was completed region, including Terrace and the 
:,e reluctant o join Kitimat's cam- in December, the only way in or out Nass ~¢alley. There are also high 
paign to block Alcan power sales, was by plane or boat. The ribbon- concentrations in Kispiox and the 
:'caring the company could shut its cutting is followed by a feast of fresh Cranberry timber supply areas, says 
doors. Kitimat officials failed to lay crab and other goodies at the eom- Alex "~/oods. It causes needles to 
,~ut enough evidence supporting their munity hall in Kincolith, dubbed the turn a reddish brown and eventually 
confrontationnl stance against the Seafood capital of the Nass Valley. tatl off. The damage starts low down, 
alttminum producer, says Marylin **** . , ,  moving to-the tree top. 
',~:tvies. About 250 Terracites work Mayor Jack Talstra accuses the ******  
%r Alcan, making it 'the city's lar- province of incompetence over the Terraceview Lodge, the city's 
:4cst employer at the moment, and it handling of the Alcan power sales long-term care facility for seniors, 
:;pent $9 million at.,114 Terrace busi- issue - and industrial development stands to lose one-third of its beds by 
ncsses last year. in the northwest. "Nobody sharp is 2005 under a plan announced by the 
on top of these files," he says, draw- Northern Health Authority. The facil- 
More than 400 people who work ing parallels between the Alcan ity wil be converted into a complex 
!'m" the Coast Mountains School Dis- issue and the government's sale of for those who need care the most, 
uict are hit with layoff notices - Skeena Cellulose. He's particularly while more resources will be alloca- 
every siugle CUPE member in the galled, considering, which party is in ted to home and community care, 
~li'-;trict. power, he adds. "You would think local R'HA official Cholly Bohmd 
CUPE local 2052 president Rita the Liberal government would be bu- says. The health attthority says de- 
Hall says she assumes it's because siness-minded to some extent." mographics are changing in Terrace. 
,d tim impending tbur-day school ******"  If more home and community care 
week. expected to save $1.4 million A new survey conducted by the progralns are available, Terrace- 
,, operating costs. The plan Won't chamber of commerce shows ama-  view's current bed count of 75 won't 
reduce the amount of time teachers jority of local business owners favour be needed. 
spend in classrooms, but it will have openmg on the three slat holidays ******  
huge itnpact on non-teaching staff, over the summer. The results contra- Prorifler Gordon Campbell and 
"It means a 20-per cent cut in wage diet the chamber's two previous ur- health minister Colin Hanson arrive 
it, every single CUPE employee," veys.'A change in provincial regula- in Terrace for the official opening of 
lhdl says. She later presents the Lions are about to leave holiday a brand-new new dialysis unit at 
;,:heel htmrd with an 800-signature shopping unregulated in Terrace un- Mills Melrmrial Hospital, The Iong- 
n,:fition (~pposmgthe four-day week. less the city passes Rs own regs, awaited $1.4 million renal dialysis 
******  sparking months of debate over the unit means patients in the region 
City Hall steps up the adoption of issue that rages on into the fall. will no longer have to travel to 
a property rezoning needed for the Prince George for dialysis, or main- 
WaI-Marl development, even though , i  Lain a separate home there. The six- 
zhe con q~any hasn't met all the con- v u ne  unit station operates three days a 
..litions l)laced on the dea l -  includ- week. 
i,g a plau to swap the animal shelter Education minister Christy Clark 
and parkland in return for a strip of tells the Terrace Standard school *** ' ***  
land the city will turn into a river- districts shouldn't impose a four-day A court rules against two local 
dde lrail, school week simply to save money logging compames who were hoping 
Company officials have told the because it's just too big a risk for their evergreen contracts with the 
city it wants to open the big box students.  Her former Skeena Cellulose would be 
reinstated, Clear Creek Contracting 
:~lt)l'e bel'(,'e Christmas, so construe- comments come 
don must hegin in July. the day before and Jasak Logging Ltd. had renew- 
******  Coast Mo'untains able Ioggmg contracts with the be- 
Meanwhile, a local motel and RV trustees publicly leaguered forest company that to- 
turk mvner urges the city to crack reaffirm their de- talled 190,000 cubic metres and em- 
Iown ttn downtown businesses offer- cision to approve ployed 75 people. 
ng free (wernight camping. Yvonne a shorter week The B.C. courl of appeal upholds 
I;;,nrotla t)l' the Wild Duck RV Park was based on fi- an earlier ruling that the buyers of 
nancial reasons. SCI had a right to, terminate these 
-0,s she wants the city to have a Whi le  Clark contracts under bankruptcy protec- 
~rm policy in place before the big Christy doesn't  funda- Lion rules. 
t,,,)x rctailer opens. "Wal-Mart could "This decision is devastating for 
'~)e the death knell of us all," sire Clark mentally oppose a 
' rays, adding there's asub-culture of four-day week, our employees  and our 
American nlotorized tourists who she says she trusts local school shareholders," Clear Creek's Rob 
rally stay at WaI-Man parking lots. boards will make the right decision Wood says, adding it sets a dis- 
City officials admit the site of the ill the interest of students. She fa- astrous precedent. 
impendi,g WaI-Mart development s yours year-round schooling, calling it ******  
problematic because it's so close to a more balanced calendar that helps Cops break up a gigautic high 
dm municipal campground on Ferry students retain what they learn, school graduation party at a Terrace 
Island. -k*'k'k'k'k horne that drew between 300 and 
******  A Smithers-based scientist warns 400 yeuths. A squad car and a taxi 
are vandalized as RCMP attempt o 
) What's in a name? l lenty, says northwest pine forests are under 
du)se who have decided to dub the threat from a fungal blight that clear Ihe home square off with 
stands to become our version of the drunken teens. No one is injured and 
~,.1 million plan to twil~ tlf,e ice arena 
dm q'errace Sports Plex, mountain pine beetle disaster, no arrests are made. 
"Nobody wanted it tugged with 
Ihe old 'Mulliplex' numc," city ad- 
nfinistratc, r Ron Poolc says as local 
I'undraising efforts kick into gear, 
The city has a $2 million federal- 
provincial grant approved and may 
borrow several hundred thousand 
dollars - but the rest will come from 
h)cal donations and sponsors, The 
First donation to the fundraising con> 
,littce comes fronl forlner city coun- 
cillor Mo 'Fakhar and Iris wife Dar- 
shan, It's a doozie: $13,000. 
Ksan House Society starts gather- 
ing community support for its plan to 
build a three-storey building that will 
house a new, wheelchair-accessible 
transition Ilouse, administrative and 
counselling offices, Tim society has 
li.ted up u number of high-profile 
community leaders to help raise ad- 
,litional money for lhe estimated 
750,000-project. 
Federal Indian Affairs ntinister 
Robert Nault and B'.C, transportation 
minister Jt,dith Reid are jusl two of DIALYSIS patient Jim Flyan was on hand when Premier Gordon 
the dignitaries who guther outside Campbell came to Mills Memorial Hospital to officially open a long- 
the Nisga'a village of Greenville for aWatt~.d new renal dialysis unit in Terrace, 
]Wang A 
Photo  
Did you see a photo  in the 
you want  a copy oP  The Te 
Standard along with 
Northern Photo Ltd. 
now pro~,ides this se~,ice. 
Come into our  office locate, 
at 3210 Clinton Street and it 
the photo of  your choice a~ 
I 4 "x&"  5"x7"  O, or, Phon( 
Price in&des prinling fee ~'om Norlhern 
purchosi ~g fee kern the Terrace Start 
All phofographs are copyrighl~ to the Terra 
(Note: 90% o[ ph01os laken are dytd photos 
d high quality jpeg. Bkxk and while prinls 
also available [ran br~k and white negatives.) 
.~ .~:~ . . . . .  
:' STANDARD 
northern phot  
"Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaglng Servic, 
4.4736 Lakelse Avenue 
. :,..LIHIHGS& I I  
:. INTERFACING:: i 
; !!;QUILTIBATT..i.. :- 
FIBREFILL;FOAM 
&PILLOW:FORMS 
t ' ttdey Dollar 
, ,  B I H G O  . , . .  
i i COME ON DOWN,..IT'S FREE! 
FREE GAME VOUCHER 
rh i sgame is  f ree ,  that ' s  r ight ,  FREE!  
, Use ths voucher to redeem our free 3-up card ~ ~i:~'~g.~:'~?:~,i]],...: ' 
~, that could wm you an easy $200.00! Bnng ~:~l~I : ~i~2: :g:~;'~. ~'~i...: .! 
them,nee our Saturday oft rnoon event and : 
, . ,, • , • . . . . . .  , 
, exchan  e them for cards for the fr g . . . . .  ~ :~  %~, '~; ;  ..... ~ ..... • .:. .g,.: .  : : . : : :  ~. : :_  . : . . ; : ' :~ :~. '~!~ I 
~ : ~.;::~. 7°~i:|I-,:-~" Phone: 250 '635-2411 
, 
Fax: 2§0 -635-7882 
:~ ' ~ ; ~  :,;~"~ . ~ ........... , Jackpot nfo. L, ne Ext 27 
~ ~ ..... ~!i::;i. - ....... ~ : : : :~  ::: 1, 4410 Lesion Ave., Terrace, B.C ~ " ; ":: " ....... ii: • 
_ . . . .  - 
Shames Mountain Ski Club 
The club is made up of three components. There is the Ski 
component, snowboard component and free style component. The 
ski component includes the Nancy Green Ski Club which is made 
up of just over one hundred individuals ages five to ten and the 
Alpine Ski Team consisting of eleven to 14 fourteen year aids. There 
are fourteen members on this team and they compete throughout 
the region and province. 
Funding from Lucky $ Bingo allows the club to host meets and 
two years ago Shames Mountain Ski Club hosted the Provincial 
Championships. With a budget of over $100,000, Lucky $ Bingo 
has assisted the club by providing over $30,000 to meet their 
requirements. Funding provides prizes and medals when hosting 
meets. They also pay for fencing, gates, equipment, racing bibs, 
uniforms, nine coaches for the Nancy Green Club and two coaches 
for the Alpine Team. Recently the club has purchased a cabin to use 
for changing and set up. 
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Whether you are going to a fancy work party, casual 
or traditional family get together, it is important o plan 
ahead and designate a driver for the day/evening. 
There are plenty of alternative beverages for the desig- 
nated driver including non-alcoholic beers, for those who 
still enjoy the real taste of beer without the alcohol. 
Often party planners will make arrangements for guests 
to sleep over so that there is no risk whatsoever of peo- 
ple drMng while under the influence of alcohol. If your 
host has organized a lift home for you either with a 
friend or by running you home themselves, accept gra- 
ciously - remember if they didn't want to do it they 
wouldn't have offered. 
Make sure your holiday season has a happy ending. 
REMEMBER, IF YOU ARE A NOVICE DRIVER, NO AMOUNT OF ALCOHOL CAN BE PRESENT IN YOUR BODY! 
, MacKArS FUNERAL 
SERVICE LTD. 
and TERRACE CRF_,MATORIUM 
Co~cevn~ Pcmma~ 8 v~e 
in ff~e Nortkpmt Sinee 1946 
BRON~ PIJ~UE$ & MONUMENTS 
m FAX# 635 2444 - , , .  
4626 Devls,Temce, B.C, VSG 1X7 
: ii!11 TERRACE 
• -.. • !"•::. ::•: 'i:• :'-:/ :". i ¸• .• ??: ;>: .::.:?':.':iy: i..•:: •  
TERRACE • 
4610 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
635-6600 
I , " , - -  t s i : , : ) :T  
4912 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6558 
w ww.t~rraceaut0ma!!.c0 m 
Please Don't 
Drink & Drive 
S [ANDARD 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. 638-7283 
i~!!! 
~!~ CANADIAN 
I I' T IRE  
HWY_16 _WESTTERP.ACE 
BE CAREFUL DRIVING THIS HOLIDAY WEEKEND 
4718-B Lazelle Avenue, (Behind MJn Mike's) 
1-800-251-4997 • 635-4997 
TER 'c" E 
4916 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7187 
www.ter raceautomal l . com 
~errace Builders 
Z)og; ale¢ 
terracebuliders@telus.net i /11  
"" 1-800-470 DO IT T im#J .  
4 
3270 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
PH. 635-7178. 
TOLL FREE 1-888-317 8473 
BE WISE DON'T DRINK & DRIVE 
;! 4'.. 
....... k:. 7' ....... • ..... PJ~-4J'I'~Xm 
.i~,~,:¢.0,,:.< " ~  . . . . . . . . .  dl 1 
...... ' ',,"I : '~  I""- _---'-""-'i" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mE 
__. D ~ i~,~:7..';,_._ Se.x~r:L~ ................. /
DRIVE-THRU WINDOW 
4635 Greig Avenue, Terrace 
635-5232 
Cedarland Tire Service 
4929 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6170 
Friends Don't Let Friends 
Dr ink and Drive 
% 
U-Bre~ 2td, 
Qu.a l i ty  Beer,  
Wines ,  8 Coo lers  
4720a Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
635-1166 
4744 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
635-1994 
Fr iends  don ' t  le t  f r iends  
Dr ink  and  Dr ive  r . 
Northwest 
Fuels 
PETRO CANADA ® 
Nor~west Fuels 
5138 Keith Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: (250) 635~2066 
: ; . :  . 
Doug Ames 
Manager 
4620 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
638-7977 
i~':~i~z ~ Z  Be wise! COASTAL  AL-C 'S  GLASS 
~;~ Don't Drink & ,Auto Glass .Safety Glass 
~!ii!i~ Drive B U S L I N E S ,ICeC claims .Windows 
~ ~ j  ~] ,Mirrors o SealedUnlts 
iilJ~i$ : ,,~i~i: i~  ~  !~ ![i!~i CoastL°catedlnn of inthethewest OUR SCHOoLENcOURAGE & T NSITEvERYoNEBUS DRIVERS .We will pick up and drop off your vehicle. 
~¢{ V 3720 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE 
:iiiiil ~i DONOT DRIHI( & DRIVE Terrace 638-8001 
4904 Hwy 16 West, Terrace 635-6617 Toll Free 1-888-638-8001 
l / l l  5kee.a Sawmills 
qlqil ,0,v,~,0°o, 
UJest rmermills Ltd 
5330 Hwy 16W 635-6336 
  WILLIAMS Moving & Storage 
5130 Park, Terrace, B.C. 
~ at the Best Western Terrace 
Inn 
Take a taxi or bring a 
Friends don't let.friends 635"2268 d. , s .~t~d ~ driver 
Drink and Drivel Don't Drink"& Drive 
' \ ,  
• i ¸~:! L ~: 
:7 - ' -  ' 
i!i!i!tli:?i:: 
,iL:. 
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Welcomes 
First Baby of 2004 
For beimg #1 you will 
receive your first 
collectable from Gemma' 
Your  cho ice  o f -  
4" ~ +: (,';l~.'fl~h¢d + 
+[:+ ", +-~. ... , ,+:+ :',,e, , 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 63 
• i j  
•Y[ 
I 
Enjoy a deluxe Pampering Package. 
Includes: 
• Facial • Pedicure 
• Hair-cut • Blow Dr>, 
m , ,w r ,x , ,  J [ ~ .... • , u ~i!iil. ~ i~:.i::iiii!iiiii::ii::i~ 
• , ,  . , .~.Ji~-iL-.J~d I ~+~ :::::~++++;..~+~: 
l ~ f ~ ~  :i~:~iiiiiii,iiiii:iiii(::~:: 
47~8-B Lazelle Avenue (Behind ~r, Mike s) :',,++~i!i++ 
63S'4-997 o ~-8oo-z5'1-4997 ..... '++++iiii[ 
I 
You will receive a board book, 
Mtsv¢+ 
Bo(  
113-4710 Laze  
Terrace • 6," 
e.maih misty river I / . "  
Published by Simon& Schuster Cqnada 
:1 
Northern 
Heaithcare 1 11 
~:~,~63 ~.  arl~A~eri~ ,-Ter:r~h: 615-5151. 
The First Baby Of 2004 Will P.ece,ve A 
+..~ ::.. "winnie The Pooh 
:~ii[ :7 +:ii:,i!i:i:!:!'Little Fri nds" picture flame 
: !i:i:,~::[:!~: !; ,:::!~ i!::iiii: ~nd ~ u s h i~ 5 ~nlid fleece 
~..,~ i : . .+ .  ~ ::~:, ~ , . o ~ii,:,~e,,ii.:::~i:,:.il bunting bag and 2 mete long 
'+!!!: ! !: +++~!!i!!+ john value to $75.00 
~:~ :::~; ~i/:i:! Please pick up by Feb 28/04 
.... ~-~ • 7~ on. ratulat ons.,    
1~~i ~+ N~ewyearsV Baby 2004. +N 
":+~ . ,~ ~ ~" - 
~i Morn recmves a -. J i  7; ) - '  
!~i~ . ~ - ~ ,  
+~i;,:,~;:,: GiftCertificate , 
+~E~ from The Coast Grill 
+ 
+'}~ 4620 LakelseAve., Terrace 638-8141 I i 
+. 
!7 ~:i ~'~:¸ •~!!~i~i:i!i~i~!~!~i~!:~!~i~+~!~i~!:!+!!~+!~i~!~i~:!!!+!!!ii~!~i~i~!:~!~!ii~!~:!!!~!~!i~!ii!~:~•`~!i;~i~!~iii~:~i~i! r¸ :, ,ii!i i!ili!iiiii?:' i :ei!ii i!iiiii li!iiiii!iii i:i~i!i!! i!!iiiii!~iii!ii  ' 
c.,, /9 
, I 
"Full Floral and Balloon S 
is proud to , 
present the fir~ 
baby of 2004 ~ ...... 
"Teddy Bear" 
!i~i~+~i~i~i~i~i~++!~+~+~+~?+~+~+~+~!~+~++!!!~!~i~+~i~!~!~+!~+~+i 
2004 
ii: i. i ;i: :i:ii:i:. 
Rece ive  . . .~i 
a Floral 
Irrangement 
eith a Plush 
Toy! 
I I 1 w 
~ ~" 4604 Lakelse Ave., Terrace "~ 
6 5oo53 m 
ongratulations!.. 
First Baby of 2004 
~+ receive~:pamr of 
IH "~~ MOCCASINS 
[I HoUSe~bf Sim-Oi-Gh ets 
I~ H~.  16 West., PO Box 544, Terrace, B.C. 
. Tel. (250) 638-1629 j 
I L l [  . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i " 
CONGRATULAT IONS!  i 
To The  F i r s t  Baby  o f  2004 i 
You wil l  rece ive  one  4 i  i ~ ~  
5 Year  d ~ ;  
Term Depos i t  dim 
wo~h s~oo.oo I I ;+  ~1/  
(In trustwlth _ '~  ~ ~ 
TERRRACE & DISTRICT ~:~;o'~ry~') 
ore,. u.,o. r._~ 
• 635-7282 ~:[ 
] 
, /  
, CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Terrace's retail dinosaurs 
belong in the bone yard 
Dear Sir: and stores on Sundays and Diane if you recall, the 
I agree with Diane stats, old C~o-op shopping center. 
Pipe's statement in her I give credit to the  opposed Sunday openings. 
Dec  17 letter "of people mayor and city council I, being o'ne of many, 
spouting off about things members for not bowing to took my shopping dollars 
~ they know little about." the pressure ta  few. for gas, food, clothing, 
How about people mis- I attended council  hardware, garden supplies 
representing the facts? meetings in the past con- etc, etc. elsewhere to the 
Fact: 192 businesses in earning Sunday shopping tune of $20,O00-plus an- 
favour of stat shopping de- and watched September nually. 
feats hands down 24 busi- and October council meet- By the time the Co-op. 
• nesses opposed, ings on Channel 10 be- relented and went for Sun2 
"Fact :  850 signatures cause I was unable to at- day shopping their custo- 
still represents 5 per cent tend due to a back injury, mar base had gone else-" 
o f  the population - a darn I guess it would be a where and we all know 
small minority, fair observation to say that what happened to that di- 
Having lived, worked businesses that oppose nosaur, Diane. 
and shopped in Terrace for Sunday and stat shopping So please publisll the 
34 years I believe I know throughout the year and re- names of the 24 businesses 
what most shoppers in Tar- main closed only to open and I for one will shop 
race want. during Christmas season elsewhere. 
Jus~ ask the shoppers are only greedy for the al- Bob Erb 
filling our shopping centers mighty dollar seasonally. Terrace, B.C. 
The beetles are done for now 
Dear S i r :  This killed 40 per cent the Star. This should kill 
There has been a fan- more (or maybe it was the off 97 per cent. 
tastic breakthrough in the game.) The ecological group 
fight against the mountain After the initial success Enviro Earth (no Offence) 
I : : t
pine beetle. Once again 
science has triumphed 
over nature. 
Full-page colour ads 
about the lives, feeding 
habits and sex lives of 
these beetles were placed 
in The Province with 
amazing results. 
As soon as the papers 
hit the streets the beetles 
went into shock and awe. 
Ten per cent of them fell 
out of the trees immedia- 
tely. 
Another 10 per cent of 
the beetles packed up and 
caught a bus to Alberta. 
The initial results were 
so good the ads were tale- 
- vised on BCTV and played 
during Canucks games. 
the decision was made to 
expand and ads were 
placed in small rural 
newspapers, including the 
Terrace Standard, The kill 
rate was smaller this time, 
around eight per. cent, pos- 
sibly because these ads 
were black and white. 
It is suspected that an-' 
other 12 per cent of the 
beetles suffered injuries 
that will prove fatal, bring- 
ing the total kill up to 80 
per cent, a signficant por- 
tion of the population. 
The initial results of 
this program were so suc- 
cessful it is to be expan- 
ded to magazines like Ma- 
cleans, The Economist, 
Playboy, the Enquirer and 
is reported to be filing a 
lawsuit under the federal 
cruelty prevention laws, as 
they feel death by reading 
The Province or watching 
Calgary play hockey is as 
cruel as it gets. This action 
will not likely interfere 
with the program. 
If you think the above is 
Silly, ask yourself what 
good did these ads do?  
How many beetles did 
they kill? Zero? What 
good did the money spent 
on this do? 
'Well, some of the play- 
ers involved got all of their 
pol it ical contr ibutions 
back. 
Les Watmough 
Terrace B.C. 
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1to leone St~ndar~ is • U 
~i~:,:~ii;;~ v [] [] [] [] n [] v 
~:~!.,%!~':i!}.~!..~ ~ 
~ I under Bylaw No. 1313-1993, and amendments thereto, [ 
# , ,  :::~!iiii' .~ I Volunteers are urgently ii!i l I every municipal street and road is designated as a snow l 
I removal route, and parking on them is prohibited uring the I m needed to help a senior or disabled {i!:ii:i:iiiiii~, n I winter months, from November 15th to April 1st. | ,:/:':;" I Any veMde ,hal impedes snow removal and/or rood J 
m maintain safe person access to their I maintenance work on any snow removal route can be towed. I 
I home during the winter months. ::i:iiii~:] I Also, it is on o~ence to ph~e snow from any private I 
m If you can help someone in your :i iii: '.m I properly onto the road Right-of-Way; it creates drainage I 
I blockages, buries and plugs up fire hydrants, and interferes II area by keeping apathway and ~ l  ~ I with routine snow plowingand/or oad maintenance. I 
I stairs clear of snow, please call the//I ~t~ I Yourcooperotlon is greatly appreciated I 
I Volunteer Bureau at 638-1330 ltil;:!:i;!:.H m 
m 
~ ' / t ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ - - " ~ !  huron Rainey-Baker and Brant Nixon are  
:::!;i': :i::' ~ "~! i :~/~ holding auditions for n man and 2 women on 
.~ ,  .,, , .~ ,_  January  6th  and  8th  a t  7 :30pro  at the McCall 
t~ ':i': ~ / .~/ /~ ~'~/Ag la / ' l /~  ":~d'~'~"~'~ Jeffrey Hatcher ' s  playhouse for... 
~ would like I;o wiel'i all ,heir ,riermd~ ~ T~r~@ 
~**!i' and ,uet, ornere ,  hea l*hy  and "t~ ] V~e~/~~L¢ ~ 
|~ proeperous Hal~p.v New Year. "!~'! 
DINNER THEATRE 
Norm Foster's 
Hare on lAe 
FligAl Pa//t 
SkeenaValley Golf and Country Club. 
February 6,8,13,14,19,20 & 21 st, 2004 
Co-produced with the 
Northwest First Nations Theatre Collective 
McColl Playhouse aders? February 26,27, 28 and March 4, 5 and 6, 2004 
Where ar eour le • the A Our official ticket outlet is 
Dear Sir: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  spaii2-I~'don;-i have all the ' .  This' town ;~'i]i':ndt"sur- I : ~ ~ "Courtesy iravez I
I hope someone can en- answers-ffut-I ~---ffnow that viva on just have a great ~,,o~.,.K,.,-,,~,,,.,- 
lighten me as to when our. sitting, waiting for some- family values and quality ~ % "  - -  4718ALaz-eileAve _ 
municipal  leaders are 
going to realize the de-'. thing to happen is riot the family life, We can still 
vastating state w6 are in, 
and get off their duffs and 
do something about it. 
I find it very frustrating 
to continually see busines- 
ses fighting to stay alive or 
merely exist and our local 
politicians are silent. 
About eight weeks ago 
mayor Talstra said we 
needed something to make. 
i t  through the winter. I 
hope that he wasn't just 
realizing that. Don't you 
think that just having that 
come to you in October is 
somewhat too late for any- 
thing to materialize? 
Yes you can all tell me 
all the grand things you 
have done because I 've 
brought' this sensitive mat- 
ter up and I 'm sure there 
are some. There is a lot 
going on in this area, but I 
don ' tsee  our elected offi- 
cials speaking out or even 
getting excited about 
them. The cruige ship ter- 
minal, the container part, 
increased CN traffic, a 
proposed pipeline to the 
area, and I 'm sure there 
are more, 
All of these can bring 
some business to Terrace, 
but is our city council 
vocal or excited or con- 
corned? It sure doesn't ap- 
pear that way. 
I 'm wondering what it 
will take to motivate this 
council, to make them ex- 
cited or do they just not 
care? Yes, David D. Hull, 
you can now say that if I 
don't like it I should put 
my name forth in the next 
election and I say if that is 
your answer then maybe 
you shouldn't put your 
name on the ballot in 
2005. I am not the only bu- 
siness person in Terrace 
who feels this way. 
Now is the time for the 
city council of Terrace to 
understand the sense of ur- 
gency and act. The occa- 
• sional forum on what we 
can do is not enough any- 
more. 
Mayor Talstra. as the 
leader it is your job to take 
the reins and help move 
this town away from de- 
remain a small town with, 
all the great attributes that 
brings with it but we must 
be a prosperous small town 
for us all to survive. 
Glenn Kelly 
Terrace, B.C. 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers &Prince Rupert 
Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
since 1946 
way. 
So go ahead. Throw this 
back at me and get defen- 
sive. But while you are 
doing that take a long hard 
look at where this town is 
and Where it is going. 
Monuments  
Bronze Plaques 
Terrace Cremator ium 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 ~~ k~ Phone 635-2444 • Fax635-635-2160 24 hour pager 
mk-,~,Lx - , ,  pmj  
m ~  ....... R.K ........................... ~,dlP - -  
SUNRISE RESTAURANT 
AUTHENTIC EAST INDIAN CUISINE 
Lunch Buffet • Wednesday, Thursday & Friday I 
House Special Lunch • Monday, Tuesday & Saturday I 
OPEN NEW YEARS EVE I 
11Ah4 to 2 PM & 4 PMto6 PM I 
CLOSED NEW YEARS DAY! I 
I~l:hVll~l:l~ i l l  II:/~llol-" $1:111 II=l:iBl|l[alH:l ~1 
Eat.in or Take-out • Open 6 days a week 
/4on.Thurs 1larn-8:30pm, Fri & Sat 1 lam-10pm, Sun 1 l:30am-gpm 
~635-7656 
103-4660 LAKELSE AVENUE, TERRACE', B.C 
" y, Babyl He 
;.: ::: ,:::!Fill.: out~. this ent~: f0rm ~3 return it 
:e '  . .  O : . "  : . .  " :  . ": : ' i}: i" : " . : :  
:~:~"~ with plcturefor only $20.00 0n~LGS~). 
,: All photos can be picked up after February 27. 2004. 
BeaUt i fU l  abnes:0 f  2OO3 
::.~t your baby,s picture in the 
BeautifUl Babies 
2004 
Special Ed taon.' 
Ent ry  Dead l ine  
J ANUARY :2 8 th 
Don' t :M iss  Out! 
We 
.babi 
.... •...,.::ii:!;:i] 
':~ ...... : : :  '.. December  31 ,  2003.  " 
• Postal Code 
Baby's 1 st Name: 
Baby's Birth Date: 
Age oF baby in pic. 
Mom's 1 st Name: 
Dad's 1 st Name: 
(i Address: :ii 
Telephone:. 
, :  A:: Wonderful  
Keeosake For Your 
Prec ious Baby 
: TANDARD 
3210 Cl inton St., Terrace, B,C, V8G::SR2 
Contact  Debb ie  at 638-7283 
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City wants to free up  
sawmill land - Veniez c,,Ilmrlml~t,,v.l,,mt 
Ir---z7-q ~. ~o,,,,,~,,m O!h, ~.avt~t:~, o,a ,,,,t,o research culd i 
health promotion programs. : : II lqJIl I no. o, 0, hoooor. ; i
I I  ~k_~. . . .~  [ the norne/O~JCeSs o f  1{lo next  o |  k;n: ~or cord ;  and  your  I 
II ~ I nom'/oddro"f°rtaxrece;pttv;saondM/¢o~eepn'd)" I 
II ..;.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.':A~, I Pleose ma;lyourdonatton to: ~ ' ;  ' I : 
II,o-~;~,;~.~,,I HEART and  STROKE FOUNDATION OF  B.C,  &YUKON ~"~' )  I i 
i I ,.~.,,~,*,,~ , .o .~zzt , , ,oco, , .¢.w~,t~z n~'e -~ " ~ I 
Bontje has been in discu 
sions with northwest towr 
"I know he has spok~ 
to a number of municipal 
tics," Poole said. ,I do u~ 
derstand he is out there." 
Veniez said he also b 
lieves Terrace might ha~ 
another motivation i 
pushing the company t~ 
wards bankruptcy. ..... 
The Terrace sawmi 
sits on Valuable land J 
downtown Terrace, k_ 
said. 
In early 2002, he said, 
Talstra proposed moving 
the sawmill to the airport 
lands in exchange for a 10- 
year tax holiday on a lar- 
ger piece of landl : 
Veniez says he respon- 
ded that dismantling and 
moving the mill made no 
economic sense, adding 
soon after Talstra argued 
in court that bankruptcy 
might not be such a bad 
Dan Veniez 
scenario. 
"It's understandable,,' 
Veniez said. "It's a valu- 
able piece of property.', 
But he noted liquidation 
-while it might recoup 
Terrace property taxes and 
free up needed commer- 
cial land - would be cata- 
strophic for Prince Rupert. 
"Clearly there are con- 
flicting agendas here," he 
said. 
Talstra rejected Ve- 
niez's theory. 
"No, that's not the 
issue," Talstra said. " I f  it 
was an issue about land: 
downtown, we could deal 
with that." 
As for alternate bidders 
for the company, he said 
that might be a good pro- 
spect. 
"There are people who 
have taken a peek before 
and might take a peek 
again," Talstra said. 
"Larry Bontje pops up 
from time to time here and 
there," he added. "If the 
monitor chooses to look for 
other players, I presume 
he'll be there with the 
other players." 
He  said Terrace wants 
any sale process to be 
open and fair -something 
he says did not happen be- 
fore. 
Hydro wants price hike 
'THE LONG-RUMOURED 
bike in B.C. Hydro rates 
took concrete shape last 
week with news the pro- 
vincial crown corporation 
wants to boost power bills 
by seven per cent in 2004 
and a further two per cent 
the year after. 
Power rates have stayed 
the same for the past 10 
years, but B.C Hydro now 
says it needs more money 
to put into its existing 
equipment and to pay for 
more expensive lectricity 
in the years ahead. 
Information released by 
B.C. Hydro last week indi- 
cates the hike could mean 
another $5.51 a month for 
what it calls an average 
two-bedroom home heated 
by natural gas. For the 
average apartment, he in- 
crease would work out to 
an extra $3.25 a month. 
"B.C. Hydro rates have 
been the same for over 10 
years and compared to the 
cost of inflation, they have 
actually gone down over 
that period compared to 
other household items," 
said Hydro official Bey 
Van Ruyven. 
But she said B.C. Hydro 
Power Smart incentive 
programs to switch to 
fluorescent light bulbs can 
reduce bills overall. 
B.C. Hydro has asked 
the B.C. Utilities Commis- 
sion to approve the seven 
per cent hike as of April I, 
2004. The commission will 
hold hearings to determine 
the validity of the increase 
request. 
Even after the proposed 
rate increases, B.C. Hydro 
says it will have the third 
lowest electricity rates in 
North America after Man- 
itoba and Quebec. 
The pending rate in- 
crease next year is differ- 
ent from the situation in 
2001. Bouyed by sales to 
the United States, the 
NDP government of the 
day had B.C. Hydro issue a 
$100 credit to customers. 
1 st o f f i c ia l  event  o f  the  
"Year  o f  he  K ermode i "  
TERRACE 
BLUEBACK 
SWIM CLUB 
Jump is on January 1st, 2004 
at Kinsmen Kiddies Camp 
at 1:00 pm, 
Ist Avenue Lakelse Lake 
Pledge Forms available at 
Misty River Books 
to Prince Ruperl , . . .~. , ,~ 
( l lv . 'y l  6 W)  
Lake se Lake 
Provincial Park ~ 
f LNkelse Lake 
! Lodge Road 
/ 
CHEVROLET~ FOR ALL LIFE'S ROADS 
G E N ER A L B MOTORS 
y® 13M r-  
2004~Chevrolet Cavalier VL 
r 
slSS"'°""'- . . . .  I s12,298, 
With $2,350 SOWN' PURCHASE PRICE 
$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT 
~.~ OFFERS INCLUI)[ FN[IGHT. PDI AND $750 CR[OIT'  
2004 ~ Chevrolet Ayes ° 
I  14:,095s138" . ' 
% s U'~g~,'u S,,R,,,o PRO. 
k. OFFERS NCLUDE | f l IGHT,  POk ANO 5150 CREOII* 
2004 ,~ Chevrolet Mallbu 
4R MONTH Su*zILDst 
s268 i' s22,598' 
WLIH $2,585 DOWN' STARTIhG FROM 
SO SECURITY DEPOSIT 
OFFERS INCtO0[ FF!EIGflT PDI AND 5750 C~[[! IF '  
GUARANTEED sl,500 °~ 
V[RTUALY ALL 2003 MODELS. 
GUARANTEED s750 o~ 
VIRTUALY ALL 2004 MODELS. 
EVERY CALL WINS! 
 T!N 
GUARANTBBD GUAKANT|BD 
s1,500 s750 
01'1 ~|00~ MOD|LN, A 0~ 1004 MODIL|~ A
HURR !/ IN)IT; 
MinimUm awardi dec ~aze;~ i  ;Ja'ua'y )r , '  
. ...... Conte~tends"Janua~;yl2th./-: '." .4 
t 
2004 ~7~,-7 Chevrolet Impala O0/OpURCHASE 
L!~~ !i [ ,, ,0,,,, ,..,,. ..... ~ ~. I ~,s,] ~c~,~~os?:8 i, . PLUSFor 48 months on FINANcING2OO4s, 
For 60 months on 2003s. 
On virtually all models, t 
OtEVROLET i TO FIND THE GEHERAL MOTORS DEALER NEAREST YOU, VISIT gmcanada.com or 
I 
2004 ~ Pontiac Montana 
/"-~e MOHTH S,,,,U,,~ , 
WITH $2,975 DOWN ° 
i $0 SECURITY DEPOSIT 
kOFFERS I~CLUOE IttEI(;Ht I,n :~N[~ $750 CREO|I"  -% 
2004 ",~.~ Buick Rendezvous CX 
49 MONTH Su~IILt~s,! 
'  29,398', 
] WItH t3 .ST500WM" I CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
] $0 SECURITY DEPOSIt 
~ .  O~FER5 rlCLUO[ FREI~FtT. F'DI Arid $~'50 CRF,~I| ~ 
2004 OIM r -  Sierra SL Ext Cab 414 
I 30  MONTN SU,*ILtlSE 
-% 
s398 I' s 33,998' 
1wi th  $4,155 OOWN* CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
| SO S|CURIIY DEPOSIT 
~,, OFFERS HCLUUE HEH;I~T ['0~ ,',hi ~tO0 C,~I.DIT' 
2004 IZiM r -  Envoy SLE 
(¢'~4S MONTH Su,l lLt,Sl I "~  '!,$ * i:398 , 38,798:1 
\OFFFRS INCLt2DE rmeu+Hr P[)l hHD $150 CHLDIT ' j /  
B GET MORE, 
CALL 1-800-GM-DRIVE, ~PON 
You Ohonld I~OW this: "NO pL~chane nece,aly. Contest open to Canadian reddeflts w~o have te~hed N age or ma/orlly in tnell province st rneldon~ AS of J~caq .4 2004.i~mmom awards wNt be fedoceU ffonv $F500 th $10(~ for 2003 models and from $750 to $$00 for 2004 models. Conteslcloses 
Janet/12. 2004. PNzel can Only be JpDI0eN Is the ~rchase o~ lease el most new 2003 and 2004 vehicles ~rchssed and delivered on or before Jonuar~ F 2. ~04. NOt o, I~dzes have the lame odds or ~nntog. See yOnt GM dealer or visit www grrcanada.com or call 1.800.GM-DRNE lot' full c~stest rdea 
JGuaranteed oredd Of $750 indosive of aoplicab~ la~es nod ~ ind4lded k~ Star,ease month~ payfr~ntl ~ ~ (x~cilase prces In I~t s~efl~ement. 'SmerILtose Offer ava~bto Orl It 48-~th le.tne for 2004 Cav~l~ VL RTA. Malibo. A','eo5 R/A. Impa]s R7/L P~edetvom CX RTA. Envoy SLE RIB. Mon~na R?k 
a 30-month lease a On Sirra ~ F.~ C~b 4X4 H7A Total o~t ;~ l  I~lodm9 S 750 ¢ledU ~ $9.934. S! 5.449. $9.003. $15.744. $18.639. $23.599. ST 5.359. $16.09'; AmoaJ kifome~ ~ 20.000 kin. SOt2 per ezce~ kilome~. 0~ to ~u~ase at tease end Is $S.RT5. $10.343. $5.753. St t.38~. $13.633. 
$1L900, $10.904, $21,438. pila apgl~le t~es. Frt~41t ir~xlt,~. I,J~,lrtsoratl~e, re~zaUon. PP$/k ad~ lees Nid ~es not k~dnded ~ lease op~ av~al~. SFfei~t in~ubed Lk~,  instance, regl~abon, sd~h'~a~rl fees Orxl L~es not todu~. '1~ Slnat'd.~a~w o)onth[y poyerl~t and the G/dAC 
(xechase Rnar~ ~at, are nol avaNabto w~ nod ore ~ot c~,lath] on t~e "Cash Purdtase °peter ~own. ~ d~flereor.e betwne~  prt~ for ~ze Smabeane~G, MAC p~cha~ fln~ce offor and Itw "~sh Pu~ha~e" grlne offer ~ deemed under pro~ndal disclosure laws to ~ a cool ol bonovano, wbetber or not IRe 
eama re(xese~ts actual interest. ~ ts required to be ex ~es..%-,d u ae actual percentage tsle v~,d~ is 13.9%. 0~. 0%. 3 95%. 2 Of%. 1 23%. 5 41%. 1 4%. ~R~nci~ ~111pl~oV~d GMAC CXe~t only Oown poymonL bade and/or sorority deOogt may be required. Monthly pay~ S~ ~st ST ~offoV~ll~ veil vsp/ 
depe~n~ no amormr bonow.ed a~ ~o'~,11 payrnent/~ade. Dample $10.000 st 0% A~. 0~ m~thly paymonl ~ $277 78PJ208 34/$t~6 7 for 36/48/60 months Corl of borr0win9 is $0 Total obilg"=~o ~$10.000. Drool1PaYmoM I;ade a~Vor se°~rify bet°~'~l rnaY be ~ MintS/p~F~enl and cost of I~xowl~ 
wdl vary depending on amount h~rowed and dewn payment~ade Of~r mt nvaA~b~e Or1 &H 20(~/2004 Ceddlac. ~03.2004 Hummer. 200~ Co~etle. 2003/'2004 G.Von and ZOOQ/~O04 Me, urn Duty Trek T~¢J~ and ~04 S~. 2004 Ayes. 2004 Op~a ~ 2004 Eplca models. D~tmun~ o¢ other I~onNves may 
O~solbe~ CeaJer order or bade may 5e required. Offer ap~ne ~ Io ~md triad Cuttorners In BC Dne~e~ ge ~ee to set kldrAd,a;IxlOes LenH~ tJrne ore, whlc~ may tool be CO~T~lned W~ sifter errerl Leler avsilab~e on venlnos an or=cases. ~ee your pam~ma ng ~ ~Wm m CO~S arm oe'.aim. 
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ITE~ AND PRICE8 EFFECTIVE FRIDAY, JAN, 2 TO 8ATUHDAY JAN, 3, 2004 
: ! I i I tl i i M','id  
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..? . . . .  : 
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• V 
~ at your Safeway St¢ 
Limit one coupon 
II ~ customer. 
:i! ::i;~ :~ ~ ]  Coupon effective 
Jan. 2 .Jan. 3, 20( 
Lucerne~MiIk ~ Litr¢ o//1/! ! I/II//111 • , I With S35 minimum Assorted, olU~s,Varieties, DO 't ( 
' purchase 
,. . . . . . . . . .  :: !!: 
"Chef Style" Standing Rib Roast Safeway SELECT Rising Crust Pizza 
Cap Removed. Assorled varieties. 834 to 991 g. 
OvenJoy Bread 
White, 60% or 100% Whole Wheat. 675 I~, 
:C" :¸  
:r %: 
i 
t 
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,.,,,.,.,-,,.,, 635"T! PS 
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~g More people have epilepsy than 
M.S., Muscular Dystropl~ and 
Cerebral Palsy combined. 
I-IIO-IPlUIISSV nc  EP ILEPSY  INFO L INE  (1 -86a-a74-5377)  
/Going to ground 
THE CITY'S 75th anniversary time capsule was placed in the ground at i 
Heritage Park Dec, 28 by black powder club members Peter Nicholson }- 
and Wayne Kilgren while dozens of onlookers watched. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO i 
0il advocate  will seek  i 
fed Liberal nomination i 
THE MAN who helped 
push offslaore oil and gas 
prospects onto the provin- 
cial agenda says he will 
run for the federal Liberal 
nomination in Skeena. 
Dave McGuigan hopes 
this will be one of the 
Conservative-held ridings 
that will switch to the Lib- 
erals under their new lea- 
der. 
'Tin confident hat with 
the new Paul Martin gov- 
ernment, western issues 
will be heard," he said last 
week. 
The election is widely 
expected for this spring but 
no other Liberal conten- 
ders have so far stepped 
forward here. 
Challengers in this ri- 
ding will face Skeena tv'lP 
Andy Burton, who was 
elected under the Cana- 
dian Alliance but will run 
again as a Conservative 
- the  new party merging 
the Alliance and the Pro- 
gressive Conservative par- 
ties. 
McGuigan, 56, is a re- 
tired Prince Rupert banker 
who now is a consultant 
specializing in economic 
development issues. 
He also helped found 
the Pacific Coast Offshor0 
Coastal 
deal near 
A TENTATIVE hind-use 
agl'eenmnt is being heral- 
tied as one that may end 
the conflict over resource 
use on B.C.'s central coast. 
"It could permanently 
eliminate thtit whole inter- 
national market campaign 
that rew)lves around for- 
estry." Skeena MLA 
Roger Harris said. 
Harris said the de~l 
would preserve much of 
the 3.5 million cubic metre 
pcr year annual allowable 
cut, although forestry 
would be done differently. 
"There's enough there 
to provide the employment 
base people are looking 
tbr," he said. 
A significant part of the 
hind base would be open 
to both mining and tourism 
but not forestry,-he added. 
"I think what we have 
here is a pretty good, bal- 
anced plan that's going to 
maintain the oppartunities 
around economic develop- 
men,," he said. 
The deal clears the way 
for negotiations bctween 
the province and First Na- 
tions ahead of a hoped-for 
final land-use plan on the 
central coast by the end of 
June. 
The final report and re- 
COlnmendations go to sus- 
tainable resource manage- 
ment minister Stan Hagen 
today. 
Dave McGuigan 
Oil and Gas Association, a
lobby group that aims to 
ensure offshore oil benefits 
flow to the north coast. 
"I 'm not just an oil and 
gas can, i' McGuigan said. 
"There are issues in edu- ,~ 
catio, and health and eco- 
nomic development, which 
are some of the main is- 
sues people in this riding 
are concerned about." 
McGuigan ran for the 
Liberal nomination in the 
last election, losing nar- 
rowly to unsuccessful can- 
didate Rhoda Witherly. He 
also ran a year ago for 
Prince Rupert city council, .~ 
finishing just out of the 
running. 
l ie's a 13-year resident 
of Prince Rupert. 
"I think I 'm familiar 
with the concerns of the 
people of this riding," he 
said. "And I am also open - 
to listening." 
: .... a proud sponsor o f  
(,li l lY/i. 
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Terrace Crimestoppe~s are asking for your  
assistance in solving a theft that occurred at a 
residence on Eby Street in Terrace, B.C. 
Somet ime after December  7th, 2003,  
unknown culprit(s) attended the res idence 
located at 2605 Eby Street, Terrace B.C.; and  
stole a snow blower from that property. On 
December 14th, 2003, the owners of the snow 
blower noticed it was missing, 
The snow blower is described as! 
A silver, Benchmark snow blower, 
with a value of $2000,00 
Ter race  Cr imestoppers  wants  your  
information, not your name, Any information is 
valuable and may lead to the arrest and 
conviction of the offenders, 
Cr lme Stoppers  o f fe rs  a essh reward o f  up to  
$1,000.00 for  Information lesdlng to  an arrest and/or  con-  
vict ion. If you have any Information call "Cr ime Stoppers"  
at 635-TIPS that 's  635-8477. Cal lers wi l l  NEVER be 
required to reveal  thei r  name or test i fy  In court .  Cr ime 
Stoppers does NOT subscrlloe to cal l  display. 
Call 635-TIPS 
i +no 
Commercial • Liability, Jet Boats +,o  I~1 
C~ Mobile Homes • Travel _~ ,~+| 
~ , : : :  : . : . ~ l  
• . . ,~__ / . ,  ~ Z ,  ~ 
I &,,,aFOJ~+ T'n~'vlrm'nr,~ 
~.,~+,+Pl,, +.` .O,~'r.t~"i r ,~m 
1:B00-335-8088 250 635.5232 
Fox: 250-635-3288 
4635 Grelg Avenue, Terrace, B.C, (Next To SAAN} 
At Curves, 
resolutions are a group effort. 
+rc++ + + + + +  
!~i:~: .... .:: + :~ women help each other each their goals through 
:iti " i commonsense weight loss, a great hirty minute 
workout and a lot of laughs, Call your local Curves 
today for an appointment. 
Get this fre~ Curm Desirer 
Bag and 50% off the service The power to amaze yourself.." 
fee when you join now,* 
www.curvesintclnat ionaJ.com 
(250) 638-8800 
3228 Ka lum St 
"l'err',~ce BC VSO 2A6 
'Ofl'n ~ on tim ~t  ammllmenl, mhlmum 12 mm e. d. prol~mm. New mm~m only. V'IM o~ a, pm'd~pdnS hem~l~ 
] .No  
•Gucci 
• Ralph Lauren 
• Harry Potter 
•Fhxon 
•Silhouette 
• Easy Clip 
sk 
" +'> ~"*~:" 'I j?. , r-. '~ .~:.'~: 
~br~,"~',a~ ~'. " : : / j~  .~ "4. .">~t.;:~:~+~...~,~ 
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~ GLASSES and CONTACTS 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP" 
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
Fnr  ,,.,,n,w ,,-nnv,=nhon,,'~ ,9-. nHir"~ ~r'v;,"~ 
J 
ITI)M KllEE R 
i 
Northern 
ffeaRhcare 
J 
For all your sports injuries.., braces i 
oTennis Elbow , Wrist Supports ,Back B 
,,Ankles Braces ,Petello Femoral Bracing 
NO ENN HEALTHCAF  
1.00-4634 Pare Ave., Terrace, B.C. In the Pork Avenue Medical ~i 
Phone: 61 5-5151 . Out Of Town 1 -800-665-5~ 
"::~! ~ 
L,:~! 
~3 ng :,ii 
, ~ o m m u n i  w To placeyour C mmunity Classified 
call this newspaper or Classifieds toll free 1-866-669-9222 classifieds@bccornmunitynews,com 
vwvw.communityclassifieds.ca 
CH 2.3 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,443 
AUTO FINANCING BUSINESS FOR SALE MISC. PAY TELEPHONE STEEL BUILDINGS 
G U A R A N T E E D OPPORTUNITIES CORAL CALCIUM SERV. FUTURE STEEL 
APPROVAL, You work - "EXTRA" the home of BUILDINGS Durable, 
you drive. Bad credit, 
no credit OK, Over 400 100% pure marine coral dependable, pre- 
4x4s - vans & cars calcium from Okinawa, engineered, all-steel 
available. Call 24 hrs Japan, from under the structures, Cust0m-made 
1-888-921-2733, Call ocean, 1-865.319-0708 to suit your needs and 
today.drivetomorrowl C a I g a r y ; requirements. Factory- 
SECOND CHANCE " www.curecanada.com, direct affordable prices. 
FINANCE. We say yes E m a i I : Call 1-800-668-8653 
to poor credit and professional results. Free betterhealth@curecanada.com. DIVORCE SURVIVAL ext. 536 for free brochure, 
bankrupts. Select from information package, STRATEGIES..,Before 
over 450 cars - trucks, AT LAST! An iron filter 
4x4s-vans, CalIMarty or 1-800-544-3327, that works, IronEaterl spending large sums on CHRISTMAS +/OR NEW 
lan 604-552-4554. 
INVENTORS - NEW 
PRODUCT ideas wanted, 
We are currently looking 
for ideas for new or 
improved products to 
prepare and present to 
'corporations. Our award 
winning team delivers 
EDUCATION 
BUILDING SUPPLIES APARTMENT/CONDOMI 
A MAJOR FLOORING N IUM MANAGER. 
WHOLESALER needs Train to be an 
cash flow. Save up to apartment/condominium 
50% on 100 choices of 
woodgrain laminate, 20 manager. Many jobsl Job 
choices ceramic tile-look placement assistance. 
laminate, 6" unfinished All areas. Government 
rustic fir, 3 112 prefinished registered program. 
hardwood in oak, maple, Information/brochure: 
birch, brazilian walnut, 604-681-5456 / 1-800- 
japanese cherry, and 
bamboo. Real wood 665-8339. www.RMTl.ca 
floating floors oak, maple, EMPLOYMENT 
bamboo, slate, and OPPORTUNITIES 
granite. Tons morel Call 
1-800.631-3342. ENSIGN RESOURCE 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
BUSINESS LOANS, 
$50,000-$5 million, 
Private money available, 
Have you been rejected 
by your bank? Business 
plan and cash flow 
analysis ervices, 1-866- 
402-6464. 24 hrs, 
EXISTING LOCATIONS 
AVAILABLE - TrueValue 
Hardware, V&S Options, 
Country Depot. No 
franchise fees - Members 
receive yearly dividends, 
Ongoing field support, 
Call TruServ Canada 
today and be part 
of our teach. Toll.free 
1 -800-665.5085,  
www.truserv.ca 
Service Group is currently 
seeking experienced 
drilling rig personnel for all 
of our Canadian Drilling 
Divisions, Preference will 
be given to applicants 
with recent drilling rig 
experience and reliable 
transportation. We offer 
competitive wages, 
and excellent benefits 
package and a safety 
incentive program. 
Resume with references 
to: Ensign Recruitment 
Centert 2001 • 4 St., 
Nlsku, A6, TBE 7W6. 
Phone 1-866-889-3774. 
Fax 780-955-6160; 
hr@ensi~nQroup.com, 
Fully patented 
Canada/U,S,A, Removes 
iron, hardness, sulfur, 
smell, manganese from 
well water. Since 1957. 
Phone 1-800.BIGIRON; 
www.bigirondrilling,com, 
DON'T PAY A CENT! 
Until Feb. 20041 IBM 
• Pentium 4 for only $1 a 
dayl Fast deliveryl Almost 
everyone's approvedl 
1 -866-259-1  1 71 
www.BrandsNOW.com 
HELP WANTED 
CLASSIFIED ADS WORK 
- you're reading them 
nowl Place a 25-word 
classified in 101 B,C, & 
Yukon newspapers for 
only $309, Call this 
newspaper for details, or 
phone 1-866-669-9222. 
www,communilyelassifieds.ca 
LOANS 
EXPERT PSYCHICS.,.Try 
us firstl Your future 
revealed by your personal 
psychic. Sincere & 
genuine readings. Call 
24 hours. 1-900-561-2100 
$2.95/min. 18+ 
PERSONALS 
legal fees, call The Family 
Law Cenlre to understand 
your rights & obligations, 
Our lawyers will present 
you with your options & 
offer smart & proven 
strategies to help reduce 
your legal fees, safeguard 
your assels & defend your 
child custody & access 
rights. Don't be a victiml 
"Separate Smart." 
Toll-free 1-868-879-3529. 
REAL ESTATE 
OKANAGAN 
LAKEFRONT, Resort 
style living in the vibrant 
desert community of 
Osoyoos. Full ownership, 
lakefront villas and 
condos for recreational or 
full-time use. Prices 
starling in low $1OO,O00s, 
1 .866-738-1002,  
www,casa-del-lago.ca, 
Co-operators Real Estate 
Services Inc. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
BUSINESS LOANS. STEEL BUILDING SALE, 
$50,O00-$5 million. "Final Clearancel" Priced 
PrtvatemoneY available, to sell, Go direct/save, 
Have you been rejected 25x40, $6,900.30x40, 
by your bank? Business $8,500, 35x50, $12,900, 
plan and cash 40x80, $17,400. 50x120, 
flow analysis services. $35,500, Manyothers, 
1-866-402.6464. 24 hrs, Pioneer.,1-800-668-5422, • 
VACATION RENTALS 
YEARS on the Gulf Island 
Retreat, Just made 
available - rooms and 
cabins on beautiful 
west coast waterfront. 
Private, exclusive, and 
relaxing. Single rooms 
from $85, Family 
accommodation/rates 
available. Gall Clam Bay 
Farm, 1-250-629.6313. 
www,clambay,oom, Don't 
delay- booking fasl, 
TRAVEL 
TIMEsHARE RESALES- 
RIi@ Stroman - Since 
1979. Buy-sell-rent- 
exchange. Worldwide 
selection, Call nowl 
1-800-201.0864. 
TRUCKS 
AUTOMOBILE LOANS 
GUARANTEED 
Trucks/vans/carslSUVs. 
Diesel/gas, Turned down? 
Rates too high? Trade? 
We have the money 
for you guaranteed 
0-7%. Complimentary 
delivery. Apply today. 
Inventory/loans @ 
www.credit-klng.com. Call 
1-800-650-4829 2417 
Sales/leasing/financing. 
Est.1986. 
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ARON Sq'RUMECKI 
An anxious hope 
W rHEN 1 FIRST told Jennifer, my editor, that I was having trouble writing col- 
umns lately, she replied with her usual 
unflappable and cheerful aplomb. I was woe- 
fully behind schedule, totally uninspired, with 
a brain that felt like it was filled with cotton- 
balls. 
I had several ideas rattling around in my 
head, and all of them were rapidly going no- 
where. 
Hey, no worries, Jen said these things hap- 
pen to the best of us. Tell you what; if you're 
really stuck, just write up a year-end 
review. That's usually a good way to get things 
going again. 
l agreed that this was a great plan, and 
would start imnlediately, and so the first day 
passed, with nothing much of anything 
happening. I went to bed with an unsettled 
heart and unfulfilled mind. Inspiration was still 
nowhere to be found. 
The next monling came far too early for my 
likes much as usual. I stretched a long lazy 
stretch before switching on the computer and 
ambling into the kitchen for my uninspired rit- 
ual of high-powered caffeine and low-powered 
toast, turning over the past year in my head 
over and over again in search of something 
worth writing about. 
Finally convinced ] was totally screwed, 1 
flipped on the b0ob-tube, ready to massage my 
• brain With waves of thoughtlessness. 
Unexpectedly, I was treated to grim unhap- 
py smirk of George W. Bush talking, and soon 
after, the  image of the man known as Saddam, 
the Ace of Spades. 
All yes, l muttered to myself, I remember 
last year now, 2003 was the year of the Bush. 
Think I'm crazy yet? Well, hang on a sec- 
ond and we'll see, because as far as I can see, 
the biggest hard-hitting news all had our south- 
ern friend wrapped well up in it. 
I remember the arguments over the creeping 
Yankee bashing and supporting that came and 
went as America prepared to march to war. 1 
saw many people in our community distressed 
over the internal debate over whether or not it 
was appropriate to support our neighbours in 
what could be seen as "their time of need", or 
to tell them they were out of line. 
'A magical night of happiness, 
bright bangs and flashes.' 
I observed our world community locked in a 
fierce debate that may yet be come to be seen 
as the greatest pre-empted moral battle of the 
century; whether or we were not in fact help- 
ing invade Iraq in the name of liberation or 
corporation. 
I've seen many families out of work or 
leaving Terrace outright. Due directly, in my 
mind. due to what seems to be a hostile and 
belligerent argnnlent over tbe continuing Soft- 
wood Lumber and Free Trade "deals". 
Never has it been so absolutely clear that 
the power our neighbour to the south is quite 
absolute, and everything has blurred into .a big 
gray fog of half-told lies and half-baked truths. 
it seems like something vital has been lost 
between the world today and the world before 
September l lth. 
Reminiscing, I find myself back to the cold 
and wind-swept beaches of Kelowna, Decem- 
ber 1999, back when the clock the whole 
world was celebrating the coming of a new 
century of light, lt was a magical night one 
filled with both optimism and hope and a long- 
ing for the promise of world-wide peace. 
I remenlber wandering the beaches talking 
to total strangers, all of them coming together 
in spirit of exuberant harmony that I 'd never 
seen before or since. It was a magical night of 
happiness, bright bangs and flashes and optim- 
ism of a rare breed never seen before. 
To me then, this is my year in review, one 
of concern for the future, and of hope remem- 
bered in the past, This year has taught me to 
be wary, but to still remember the promise 
Consequently, I find myself sitting on my 
chair in front of my computer wondering 'what 
exactly the promised Future of a new year 
holds before us, wishing things I've never 
wished before. As you probably know, 2004 is 
an election year for the United States, and it 
looks to be a big one. George. W, Bush alone 
is expected to spend between $200-300 million 
(U.S.) on his reelection campaign, That's why 
I know where VII probably spending a lot of 
time in the new year in Front of the TV seeing 
what's going to happen next, 
Sometimes I wonder if I 'm voting in the 
right country, but in the end, all I can do is 
hope for the best, 
HAPPY' BIRTHDAY, Ter- 
race. The town rang in 
2003 with a big party - 
and a big cake - at the 
arena banquet room 
Dec. 31, 2002, 75 years 
to the day after Terrace 
was incorporated. Local 
guides, like this one 
above, helped serve the 
cake to dozens of cele- 
brants who turned out. 
SILENT PROTES-I:: In February, Roberta Robson, a visual artist and concerned citizen, organized weekly 
peace vigils outside the Skeena Mall as the U.S. prepared to invade Iraq. 
Say goodbye to 2003 
Part I of our annual look back at some of the year's most compelling stories 
JANUARY 
• All Hail 2003! Prince Rupert mayor Herb 
Pond and mayor Rick Wozney are just two of 
the well-wishers who gathered at the Terrace 
arena banquet room New Year's Eve for an 
historic event: the official opening ceremonies 
tor Terrace's 75th anniversary. The event is a 
kick-off tbr a year of celebratiom that wrapped 
up Dec. 21 with a closing ceremony at Herit- 
age Park Musenm. Terrace was officially in- 
corporated on Dec. 31, 1927. 
• Atta girl: Sassy, a wily terrier cross, is 
back honle with her Southside owners after a 
harrowing fight for survival. The pooch was 
stranded on an island in the Skeena river for 
two months. She was so scared, she eluded 
rescuers two t~vice before lhey finally caught 
her just after Christmas. 
FEBRUARY 
KEITH Jacobs succumbs to Pottermania. 
ary's Physics Olympics team returns home 
from the annual brain-busting event at UBC 
with another top 10 showing. Teamwork gwes 
Col the edge, says teacher Allen Wootton, 
who's guided previous teams to Olympic glory. 
Sixty-six teams fron] across B.C. competed 
this year. 
[] It sure doesn't aste chicken: 300 hun- 
dred people find out what an oily northern 
delicacy prized by the region's First Nations 
actually tastes like at the first-ever Oolichan 
Festival, organized by Terrace Tourisra and 
the village of Kitsumkalum. Ed Brown gener- 
ously donates a load of fresh fish right from the 
Skeena River on the morning of the festival. 
APRIL 
[] Bear aware: Fortress of the Grizzlies' a 
new book by Terrace photographer and conser- 
vationist Wendy Shymanski and co-author Dan 
Wakeman on the Khutzeymateen Grizzly Bear 
Sanctuary shoots to the top of the B.C. bestsel- 
ler list when it's released. The book features 
hundreds of Shymanski's photographs. 
MAY 
[] Teamwork: More than 400 people on 35 
teams raise a whopping $54,000 in the fight 
closes with a touching candlelight ceremony. 
[] Cleanest school yard: Parkside Second- 
ary, new home of Terraee's alternate high 
school programs, is this year's winner of the 
Terrace Beautifi'cation Society's coveted.  
award. Judges say they couldn't find a trace of . 
litter attywhere. 
• • .Good health: experts of .every descrip- 
tion - from physicians and surgeons to Tat Chi 
instructors and registered massage therapists - 
turn out to sh,'tre their expertise with the public 
at a free health and wellness conference - a 
gift from the B.C. Nurses Union and the alco- 
11ol and drug program at Kermode Friendship 
Society. 
[] Birthday bash: former students checked 
out their old lockers, admired the handiwork 
on honle-sewn grad dresses and came clean on 
decades-01d secrets (like the stunning confes- 
sion about a set of master keys to every door 3 
in thebuilding) at a party celebrating Skeena 
Junior Secondary's 50th birthday May 31. 
The enlotion-filled event was also a chance 
to say goodbye to the old high school, which 
was then torn down in July. 
JUNE 
[] Clean Sweep: the Terrace Little 
Theatre's drama, Speaking in Tongtles, picks 
up I0 out of 15 awards at the Skeena Zone 
Drama Festival May 31. The play picks up tro- 
phies for best production, best direction and 
best actress - an award Shared by Marianne 
Weston and Dawn Marshall. Tile play went on 
to compete at tile provincials. 
[ ]B lockbuster :  Hundreds of kids and 
adults line up - some of them at midaight - to 
buy their copy of Harry Potter" The Order of 
the Phoenix, the httest instalment of the boy 
wizard's ongoing adventures. 
Misly River Books even opens its doors at 
midnight June 21 tbr a launch party celebra- 
ting the arrival of the 760-plus page book, 
which has been the subject of unparalleled se- 
crecy up to its much-anticipated release - en- 
suring f,'ms the world over aren't disappointed 
• Nanoo, nanoo? The 2002 Canadian UFO 
Survey says Terrace is the top three spot in the 
country when it comes to the number of repor- 
ted sightings. A record number of sightings 
puts Terrace into the survey's top 10 tbr the 
very first time. 
• It's a hit: OI1 Feb. 1, 21 women appear in 
a local performance of tile Vagina Monologues. 
Director Marianne Weston says tile event, a 
fundraiser for Ksan House Society's new trans- 
ition house, is probably the largest all-female 
production ever attempted here. 
• Concerned citizen: Roberta Robson or- 
ganizes the first of a series of ongoing peace 
vigils prompted by U.S. plans to invade h'aq. 
The silen. Friday afternoon vigils, held outside 
Ihe Skcena Mall. attract up to one dozen lo- 
cals who are concerned about the prospect of 
war and what it will bring tbr the Iraqi people. 
• Musical magic: Uplands Elementary 
presents Tom Sawyer the Musical at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre for evening and matinee 
shows. The masstve production involved the 
dedication of students, staff and parents. 
MARCH 
• Brain trust: Caledonia Senior Second- 
by "spoilers" until they read the book for 
against cancer in the 12-hour Relay lbr Life at thenaselves. 
George Little Park on Mothers Day. The event 
SCHOOL SECRETARY Vi Timmerman, a familiar 
face to anyone with ties to Skeena Junior Second- 
ary, was just one of the well-wishers turning out for 
the school's 50th birthday party in rvlay. A few 
weeks later, the old school was demolished to 
make way for the new one. 
IT WAS probably the largest all-women cast in Terrace theatre history, The Va- 
gina Monologues featured 21 local women. 
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CITY SCENE 
Clubs & pubs 
GATOR'S PUB: New Years Eve come on out and party to the music of 
Mid Night Run. Get your tickets while they last, Nightly specials. 
BEASLEY'S MIX'. Theresa Marie sings Friday evenings. Watch your fa- 
vourite sports programs on a large screen TV. 
GEORGES PUB: New Year's Eve party tickets now available. Don't miss 
our Ladies Pool Tournament Monday nights. 
HANKY PANKY'S Is your dance party night club, No cover, Free pool 
Wednesday, college night Thursday, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday 
and Saturday. Karaoke contest Tuesday and Wednesday. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Saturdays: jam sessions with Frank and 
Friends. Moonshine and Copper Mountain, Participant prize meat 
draw starts at 4 p.m. All members welcome; brine a guest, Lounge 
opens at 3 p.m. 
New Year's 
• New Year's Dance Wed. Dec. 31 at the Thornhill Community Centre. 
Starting at 8:30 p.m. Adults aged 19 and Over. Tickets are $20 at 
Misty River Books and Fabric Land. Midnight buffet, door prizes, free 
ride home. Music by Sight and Sound productions. Sponsored by the 
parents of the Terrace Blueback Swim Club. 
Theatre 
[] Two Planks and a Passion Theatre company presents Halo, play 
about what happens to the denizens of a smal Nova Scotia town 
when the image of Jesus appears on a wall at the local Tim. Hortons. 
Presented Jan. 31 at the R,E,M. Lee Theatre as part of the Terrace 
• Kermode Bear Swim Thursday, Jan.  i at the Kinsmen Kiddies Camp Concert Society's  2003-04 season .  Tickets at Cook's  Jewellers.  
. . . . . . . . . .  ~,,,o Please I~ave your  dog  
.= :,~ ~-~.~:~j~ leashedaway from°r fenced-myour ..... . . . .  ~ r 
~ ~ ~ ] / W e d n e s d a y s . a n d  
~/.++' Saturdays  so your  
"' . .  " ;~'  new'spaper  carr ier  
• " ~ ' ~ +  can de l iver  your  
+~+~J+ :' paper .  
(1st Ave,) at Lakelse Lake, starting at 1 p.m; Pledge forms at Misty :/- 
River Books. Join us for the jump! i Thurdays_A i  I I  STOP N AT THE.You. TIlOnlilillLtcan Eat  Sp ghet t i !  j P i le  l ~ 
Visual arts " iChe~k Oul Ogr New Kikhen H°ur~ G°~ FexJ & Groat limes" 7 D¢)~ A Week i iii:i 
: / Uve country music • Fri. & Sat. l;i~:::,::: Concerts • The Terrace Art Gallery is closed for the month of December. A tex- ~.Saturdoy Afternoon Jam at 3pro* Sunday Kareoke at 7pro )/:i!~+ 
tile exhibit featuring work by local artists wil be opening in January, ~.:~.:. ~. ::.,~= ~; : .;.!:..::...:::..:: -:.:. ~: :.:.:.:~:./::.~:.i:::. 
• Borealls String Quartet, Canada's newest chamber music sensa- 
tion, presented by the Terrace Concert Society Saturday, Jan. 3.7 at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, starting at 8 p.m. Tickets at Cook's Jewellers Fax 638.  8432 toimake:i~th~:iSCENE~Dbadilne;:is5 p;m, 
in the Skeena Mall. Thursday. Events i/vlll irun:'space permitting. 
NOW SHOWINGII 
RD 
, RINGS 
FHURSDAY, JAN, 8 
"LY AT 7 RM. 
A.  MOVIE CASH 
The Terrace Standard offers the Community Calendar as a public service 
to its readers and community organizations.This column is intended for 
non-profit organizations and events without an admission charge. Space 
permitt ing, items will run two weeks before each event. Deadline is 5 
p,m, Thursdays .  Fax your event or PSA to 638-8432.  
For ©omplete l ist ings/vis i t  www.terracestandard,com " 
COMMUNITY EVENTS LISTINGS 
SUNDAY, JAN. 4 
• The NTC Is holding membership meetings 
Jan. 4 and Jan, 25 at 1:30 p.m, at the office at 
4506 Lakelse Ave. It's very important hat all 
members shoW up for these meetings. 
cals are so dangerous, most North American 
air quality rules say no one should ever be ex- 
posed to them. When a cigarette is burned, 85 
per cent of the smoke that goes into the air is 
sidestream smoke, 
iii~i 
:~i::~ Anyone is welcome to drop off a non-perish- 
i!~ii' ,.,... , , . .  ,. . , . . . .  : ': able food item or new;:toy at . the  Sharing 
~+ TUESua., J~,, o • !~i+, !i-:::.. ; . . . . . . . . . .  ;" =: : 'l.-=, ~Truck, at Terrace Tote~. Ford. 'Proceeds to:.the 
': ~i • • Terrace .Toastmasters meets at 7:30 p.m. at Salvation Army Chri~trn'as Drive . . . .  
I t 's  Worth It .  ~{ the Telemedia building (rear entrance), New 
~;~ r~embers are always welcome, Please contact . . . . . . . .  ,. . . . .  ,, ^. ,., . . . .  ,~ • +% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  /errace I" rst Rations ~.uu,... u= wvu.,=. ,= 
• ;+. uoo at ~u-uu23 or ~(olr at t~3~-~lz for more Return all your beverage coBtarnete ta ~ information seeking a place to call home. The council has 
En¢orp Bott le & Return-lt Depots for recycling, i~ii~! " been incorporated seven years as a non-profit 
i~;, society It's run solely by volunteers who have ~" THURSDAY, JAN. 8 offered numerous programs in our. community 
www, eneorp.ea ~::: • Cancer Support Group for Family and throughout he years, Contact us at P.O. Box 
:~": Friends meets at the Canadian Cancer Socle- ~: 1224, Terrace, B.C,, V8G 1P7, 
ty's resource Centre at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave, 
at 7 p.m, For more information contact Craig 
at 635-0049 or Rose Marie at 635-6985, 
TUESDAY, JAN. 13 
• Northwest Injured Workers Association Sup- 
port & Assistance in dealing with WCB Meet- 
ing In Terrace Jan. 13th at 7 p,m. at City Hall. 
(Use the front door and head to the basement 
meeting room). We meet every second Tuesday 
of the month 
Do you need a winter coat or other warm 
clothing? Come to the Salvation Army Thrift 
Shop and inquire about the Coats for Kids 
program. 
The Skeena Valley Snowmobile Club meets on 
the first Wednesday of the month downstairs 
at the Sandman Inn at 7:30 p.m. Everyone 
welcome. For info, call Joyce at 635-7913. 
The Klnette Club of Terrace meets the second 
THURSDAY, JAN. 18 Wednesday of each month at the Kin Hut at 
• Parent-Child Mother Goose Program starts 6:30 p.m, We are an energetic group of women 
Jan. 15 for 10 weeks. Weekly drop sessions serving the community's greatest needs. Call 
from 1:30-2:30 p,m. at the Kermode Friendship Corrine or Helen at 638-1231 (Eves). 
Centre. Simple rhymes and action songs to de- 
light your child (aged 0-18 months) and help Terrace Toastmasters meets on the first and 
develop language and communication. There's third Tuesday of each month at 7:30 p,m. at 
no charge. Come as often as you can, Child the Telemedia Board Room, rear entrance. 
minding available for older siblings. Please re- New members are always welcome. Call Bob 
gister by calling Marsha at 635-4906, at 635-0923 or Rolf at 635-6911 for more in- 
formation, PSAs 
IReglstratlon forms and the 2004 syllabus of TGIF Fun Club (Thank Gosh it's French), Stu- 
the Pacific Northwest Music Festival are dents in K-12 are invited to the Caledonia Gym 
now available at Sight & Sound in the Keith every Friday there's no school for fun French 
Ave, Mall. You will find many complete activiUes for all ages. $10/day. Bring a lunch. 
changes in this new edition including class From 9 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Call Gary at 635-6531, 
numbers, which must be included on your 
entry forms, Festival registration deadline is 
Jan, 15. 
The Council of Senior Citizens Organization 
(COSCO) is an advocacy group devoted to se- 
nior's concerns. For individual or organiza- 
tions information on membership, phone Ernie 
Bayer at 604-576-9734. 
The Canadian Cancer Society Resource Centre 
is located at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. (above the 
-rerrace and District Credit Union) Internet ac- 
cess for cancer research is available for any- 
one living with cancer or who has a loved one 
living with cancer. Hours of operation: bytele- 
phone during the holidays Monday to Friday 
noon to 2 p.m. For information about Emer- 
gency Aid or the Cancer Peer Support pro- 
grams call the office at 638-8583. 
Attention youths aged 10-18: Are you tired of 
having nothing to do? Then come and join the 
fun at the Kermode Friendship Centre, at 3313 
Kalum St., beside Copperside, Tuesdays home- 
work club from 5-7 p.m, and drop in from 7-9 
p,m, Wednesdays youth council meetings or 
events from 6-9 p.m. Thursdays homework 
club from 5-7 p.m. Cultural activities from 7-9 
p,m, and drop in from 9-11, Fridays freestyle 
rapping from 6-8 p,m. and dance from 8-11, 
Closed Mondays. Family night every second 
Wednesday of the month from 6.8 p.m, Call 
635.4905 ext. 27; ask for Cinnamon or Lynzee, 
Elders nights for ages 55 and up at The Ker- 
mode Friendship Centre, On Wed. Jan. 28, free 
dinner and workshop on preventing slips and 
falls. Elders nights take place every fourth 
Wednesday of the month from 6-8 p,m, Call 
635.4906 ext. 27; ask for Cinnamon or Lynzee. 
All primary aged children are Invited to No 
School Days at the Terrace Public Library, The 
program runs from 10-11 a.m. every Friday 
when there's no public school. Free, but regis- 
ter. 
Does your loved one have a brain disorder 
such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, de- 
press•on, panic/anxiety disorder, personality 
disorder or 0C0? For free information and /or 
support call Northwest B.C. Schizophrenia co- 
ordinator in Terrace at 635-8206 or toll free: 1- 
866-7877 (FAM-SUPP). Or attend the Terrace 
Support Group on the third Tuesday of the 
month (except July, August and December) at 
7:30 p,m, at #102- 4450 Grieg Ave. 
Alzhelmer's Support and Education Group 
meets on the second .Wednesday of each 
month at the conference room at.Terraceviaw 
Lodge, if Alzheimer's or other geriatric dernen- 
tlas touch your life, you are welcome to at- 
tend, For further information, call Aveline at 
798.2581 or Doris at 635-0223, 
NIIIs Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop 
is located at 4544 Lazelle Ave. Open Tuesday- 
Saturday from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. A drop box is Io- 
cated in the parking lot for donations made 
after hours. 
INow taking Late French Immersion registra- 
tion for the 2004-05 school year (If your child 
is currently in Grade 4 or 5). Call Darcte at 
635.1138, 
Dad*s Group meets Mondays from 5:30-7:30 
p,m, at 4665 Park Ave, Sponsored by the Ter- 
race Child Development Centre. The focus is 
recognizing and supporting the valuable role 
fathers play in their child's life, Parenting sup- 
porti speakers, information, Call 635-1830. 
Bible talks Sundays at 3:30 p,m, at the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St, 
Another reason to stop smoking: Second hand 
smoke has up to 4,000 chemicals in it, Tests 
show sidestream tobacco smoke has more tar, 
nicotine end other cancer-causing chemicals 
than mainstream smoke, Three of these chemi- 
info@terraceautomall.com 
l+=,.,c= 
STANDARD 
advertising @terracestandard.com 
newsroom @terracestandard.com 
Your webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be here! 
Contact  us  at 638-7283 
Janur 
Storels 
Closing! 
. 
|ttst. -! 
Baby's Nmme: 
Baby's Nmne: 
Shari.~e Taytum Palge 
Donovan James Earl 
Bate & Time of Birth: 
December 12, 2003 at 10:24 a.m. 
Weight: 9 lbs. 12 oz. Sex: Male 
ParenL,;: Cathy &Jam~ 
Angus-Weget 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Benjamin Stanley 
Date & Time of Birth: 
December 12, 2003 at 8:43 a.m. 
Weight: 7 lbs. 9 oz. Sex: Male 
P, weaLs: Anna & Mark Bihsh 
Little bmlber for Tack 
¢ 
Baby's Nmne: 
Jack Edward Ron;dd 
Date & Time of Birth: 
December 13, 2003 at 1 !:22 p.m. 
Weight: 9 lbs. 0 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: lleather & Darren Payment 
Date & Time of  Birfln: 
I)ecember 13, 2003 ,at 4:30 a.m. 
Weight: 9 lbs. 9 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Spencer Davis & 
Jessica Walls 
Little sister for Brianna 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Michael Titus 
D;ite & Time of Birflt: 
December 17, 2003 at 5:35 a.m, 
Weight: 7 lbs. l I oz, Sex: Male 
ParenLs: Vlckie & Titus Auckland 
¢ 
Baby's N',ume: 
Ryker 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
December 15, 2003 a13:55 p.m. 
Welgbl.: 9 Ibs. IO oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Remko & Kdsta 
Eagelbertink 
n Drugs' Baby Club and 
 lreceive" their first 
 Gund Tedly Bear 
SKEENA MALL 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISI NG DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monduy, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE S-I'ANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads #lease 
have your VISA or Nastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standprd & W~ekend Advertiser 
1 Week (Standard & Advertiser) $1 4.45*(,nc..gs Gsr) 
3 wee ks" (Standard & Advodiser) ~26.75  *(In¢.1,75 GST) 
"Additional v~ords (over 20) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$13.30 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail aut $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEM ENTS (3-36)excluulng obUuar[es . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $8.68 col,in 
OBITUARIES  INTEFII~ET POSTING (Sl0.os)* ................................... ~8 .68  col . in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................. ~ per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.75 per Issue, plus GST ($10.17 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
3 Announcennents 
Classif icat ions! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 0-49 304 Appliances REAL eSTATE $00.$99 
3 Announcew~ent~ 306 Aulomofive ~06 Acreogei/Lots 
6 Annlvermriel 308 auilding Sei~lces Sl 2 Co J01n s/Cotk3get 
9 S ribs 310 CoMring ,518 Commer¢}al Buslnmtes 
2 Bir;hda'# 312 Carpenl W 524 Comrr~idal Properly 
15 Church 3 4 Ch rd Cam S3O Condos 
16 Coming Events 316 Cleaning $36 Duplexlrourplex 
21 Congratulations 318 ConstrueUon 542 Foems/RancJ~es 
24 Engogen~nt/Weddings 320 DrTwall 548 For.%~le or Rant 
30 In ,~z n~orlam 322 Education/Tutoring 554 Hou~e~ 
33 C~ituari0s 324 El~<lfl¢ 560 takeshonl 
36 Thanks 326 E~cavalion 566 Mobiles 
328 Finance/Mortgage S72 Modular Homel 
PERSONAL ~0.99 330 Handyman 578 Open H0u~e 
55 Business peemnoll 332 Home Improvement S84 Out of Town 
60 Health/be~ uty 334 Home Support 590 RV Slim 
65 Lost & Found 336 House Silting 596 Tmvnhouml 
70 Penonalt 338 Investment 
75 Psychics 340 Janitorial PETS/FARIV1600.699 
80 Slnglm 342 L~ndsdaping/Gardenlng 606 Ro~i~ 9 
g5 Travel/Tours/Vacation 344 N~adhine/welding 612 Farm Equipmenl 
346 Mi~:. ,Services 61 g Feed &Seed 
WANRD 100-149 348 MuSIc lessons 624 Fruit/Pr0duce/Meol 
125 Wonted 350 Pointing 630 H~te~ 
352 Poring 636 Liv0tio<L 
MERCHANDISE 150-24P 3S4 Phdography 642 Peh 
15S Anll~ues 356 Plumbing 64B Trailer~ 
160 Apphon~ 350 po01i/epas 
165 Arts & Crafts 360 Rooting INDUSTRY" 650.699 
362 Sn ~Mw|ng 660 Equipment 170 Audions 364 Tr l°wPav~ 670 Logging,~mber 175 Building Materials 
180 C0rnpul~rs 366 Trucking 680 Mochlnery 
185 C0nslunm~nts 366 Yard S Garden 690 Mi~Mg 
190 Firearms 
195 Fir~oocl RENTAl 400"499 RE( IF .A lL  700.7-~9 
200 Free Gk~ Av.,~y 404 At~rtrnents 705 Aircrofi 
205 Furnilum 40g Bachelor Suite 710 AW's 
210 Gonoue Soks 412 Basement Sulto ' 715ao~P./Morine 
215 G¢~rclen Equipment 416 C~inl/Cotloges ~ 720 Houmboats 
220 Miscellaneous 420 Comn~rdol 725 Motor~/clel 
225 Music 424 Condos 730 lV'l 
230 Spotlln 9Goods 428 Duplex/Foumlex 735 Rentals 
235 T~x~s 432 For Renl Or Sole 740 Snow~mo~iles 
240 Trade Or Swap 436 Halls/Audiloriums : 745 Tn:xle/$wap 
440 Houses 
eMPLOYtV~NT 250.299 444 Mllcellaneous AUTOMOTIVE 750-799 
254 ausinllsl Opportunities. 4,48 Mobile Homo-, 756 Canopies 
258 Careers 452 h6~dular Homes 762 Cars 
262 Da~:are 460 Room & Board 774 Pa~ 266 Education 456 Roo s 768 Cla.~i 
270 HelpWanted 464 Seniors/ReUromenl 780 SL~$ X ~Kd'I 
274 Pr0~silonal Accomnmdation$ 796 Tracks 
J 278 Skilled Tm~l~ 468 Shored Accommodations 79~Vanl/gums 
282 Tuloring 
476 Suites NdTI~IESpI1ENDERS 900.649 286 Volunteer~ 472 Storage i , 
290 Work Wanled 484 0Tourlst Accommodations wnhouse$ 830 15Le<j~l T ndon Notices 
SERVICES 300-399 408 Wanted To Rent 
302 Accounting 492 Warehouses 
The Terrace Standald reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. I 
The Terrace Slandard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act 1o discflmlnete on Ihe basis of children, marital status and I 
emoloymenl when placing "For Rent:" ads, Landlords can slate a no,sm0king prefelence. 
The Terrace Slandard reserves the right to revise, edit, dassily or rejecl any advertisemonl and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
SeMce, and Io repay Ihe customer Ihe sum paid for Ihe advedisernent and box renlaL 
Box replies on 'Hold" instructions not picked up wllhln 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destloyed unless mailing instmotl0ns are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are 1equested not to send original documents to avoid loss, 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by Ihe publisher wilhin 00 days after Ihe first publication, 
It ls agreed by Ihe advertiser equesling space that Ihe liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failurs to publish an advertise~nt as pul01ished 
shall be tim[ted to the amount paid by the advertiser for 0nly one incorrect Insedlon for the portion el Ihe advedising space occupied by Ihe inconect or 
omitted item only, and that thele shall be no liability in any event greater Ihan the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address. 
Phone Start D a t ~ #  of Insertions Terrace Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION. .Credit Card No. Expiry D a t e  
r-= VISA ~ MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY PRINT YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 ,~ 
6 7 
11 12 
16 17 
14.71 14.98 
27.02 27.29 
16.05 1 6,32 
28.36 28.62 
13 
18 
15.25 
27.55 
16,eg 
2e.89 
I~I 
1£ 
15.52 
27.82 
16.8.  = 
2e. lE 
z 5 
9 10 
le  
14.45 
15.78 
2B.09 
17".12 
29.43 
For longer ad, please use =z separate shoot 
Clip & Mall This Form To: f'~ " ~  Phone ,. Fax 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VdGSR2 TANDARD  a .7 sa 
60 Health/BeaUty i 24 :Engagement /  
• ::: . ~Weddings i: ::: : ADVERTISE your business or 
service directly to sportsmen 
and women in BC - 625,000 
copied You get guaranteed 
distribution to this large target 
market in two government print 
magazines. Please call Anne- 
marie at 1-800-661-6335. 
CAN YOU afford to 
weight? (250)992-5692 
ionajewel oice @shaw.ca 
www.thins renew.cam 
lose 
DEA MOTRES YOGA CENTRE 
[ NEWYEARS CLASSES STARTING JANUARY 5 I 
Phone; (250) 635-3336 
#21 r 4506 Lakelse Ave. r 2nd Floors Terrace r B'C. V8G 1 P4 
THORNHILL 
COMMUNITY CHURCH 
3681 Krumm Ave. 
Thornhill, B.C. 
We zeelcome you to come and join us/ 
9:30 a.m, - Adult and Children's 
Sunday School 
11:00 a,m,- Sunday Morning 
Worship Service 
Pastors: 
lion Rooker 
Rob Brinson 
Phone: 635-5058 
I CHURCH OF CHRIST 
: ~ NON DENOMINATIONAL 
ACiILD I I EA I |T  
C A T I I O L I C  PA l .H i l l  
4840 Straume Ave., Terrace, BC 
635-2313 (fax) 635-5873 
Pastor: Father Terry Brock 
"/Vaw you to~ether a e Ohrist's body; but  ead~ o f  
you is a dlt~etent part of  it. " I ~ar.I2:27 
Terrace Evangel ica l  
Free Church 
4640 Park Ave. 
Ph: 635-5115, Fax 635-5182 Email: tefc@telus.net 
Sunday  Morn ing  Worsh ip :  10:30 a.rn. 
Adu l t  Classes: Sunday at 9:15-10:15 a.rn, 
Sunday School: 10:30 a.n~, 
Student Ministries meet  at the churdhi : ; i ~ l ~  
Fuel: ~rades i0-12,: ~' 
Tuesdays 7:30-9:O0 p.m. 
Fusion: Grades 7.9; : 
! :% 
tl 
Happy 90  rh 
B i r thday  
Jessie Norbirg ~ Simon Hodgson .~  ~J l IB  
December 30, 2003 ; ,~  weaaing to takepZace ,~ :~ :,:.:!::!:~::'.,~.tllll 
With loue from..,.. ~ :t1~,/'~4..=. in Terrace ~#~ ~. :'~:~ ; i< .e : : '~  
n,mEmem.~ e nm ~3 ~i~!  
~'~:~"~'~:" T R A N S P O FI T A ZION ~:':~:~~<$~~z~ 
S YS TEMS L TD %~ ' = .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,. . . .  = 
Pete NoPmandeau ~J 
i necomboP 10, 1930- .~i " 
L Happy m~mOries wOven ~9 
I in gold, ,'~ . . . . . .  ~, 
I Thesearethetimeswe I(~ 
' _  tenderly hold, ~] 
Deep in our hearts your 
i _m~mow|skept:. ~'  
' Toleve and to cherish; ~'d 
t we'll en ver forget' i~  
Remembered always V,~ 
I~ . .,oom_Z.!f.~. . . . .  ~" 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: _ . .  !. 
j~r   ClSELY Ri~. 
r, "'=H I P MOlllla t 
' Your Movinq Profe,~i0n£'~ Since 1997 
~ huck & New ~ & 28 ft ~aile/s at Your S~/~,/ 
• Across town or the country 
+, • Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
t-866.615-~002 
i ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNT 
. ~ ~: 615-0001 Cell: 638.6969 
wa @ 
ff otxi~=> ff ~ 
Ce~@ 
112 Cedar Grove Jratzes Birdsd[ 
3530 KaJum Street Natural Therapist 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2P2 Holistic Healer 
(250) 635-2194 Clinical Ecol~isf 
1 250-638-0052 ~ ,,,~,,, 
"~ Patlente For Problem Dogs ~,, , .~  ~. 
*Evenings & WeekendAppoinrnlent, ~)  '~t '"  " ~  
~1 j SpeclallzMg in Poodles t , , ,m~C~ ,J 9'P- 
Poodle Boarding We LOVe YOUr I~Rs Ho~.n--']l~oo D l 
J l~l i iX i i ! l  i ~ : l" i~i I |l~lrll :t l] i i t i l l  i r~ri~l it Iii, [4 l  i]l[wl 
i i 
!, I 
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220 Miscel laneous 
THINKING ABOUT staying at a 
B&B In British Columbia? Visit 
www.m0ndayteurism.com 
lor links and colour photos from 
over 700 B&B's !n .BC. 
AUCTIOHS 
• 440Houses  m 
HOUSEHOLD & OFFICE 
FURNITURE AT 
3031 KOFOED, TERRACE, B.C. 
SATURDAY, JAN. 3 ~° AT 10 A.M. 
PREVIEW: JAN. 2 "~ * 1-7 P.M. 
84 Ski-Do0, 2 1/2KW 
Generat0r/Eledric Starl, Burke Deep 
Well Pump, New Sump Pump, 12' 
Band Se~, Skill Saw, Lights, Shelving, 
Fishing Reels, Dressers, Sdas. Love 
Seats, Arm Chair, Bunk Bed, King 
Size ~c/er I~1, Dish Washer, Knife 
Sets, ~inolta Camera, Chess Sets, 
Collectable Coins, C011edables, 
Commercial Ceiling Fan, Leather 
Jacket, Misc. Small Kitchen 
Appliances, Books, Slate Display 
Bins, Exercise Equipment, Fax 
Machine, Filing Cabinets, Book 
Shelves, flus Much, Much More. 
278 Skilled Trades 
i ~ 328 F inance /  
• . . . .  Mortgage 
480 Tour i s t  ; 
Accommodat ion  
346 Miscel laneous 
~ Serv ices :  ~ • : • : ~ , 
282 Tutoring :: 
484 l 'ownhouses~ ~. 635-9452 Fax: 635-4000 
www'.marjonauctions.com 
Flooring Distributor NEEDS 
CASH FLOW Laminate - $.49 
sq/ft, Laminate tile - $.99 sq/ft, 
1X6" knotty fir - $.80 sq/ft, slate 
or granite from - $1.99 sq/ft, 3 
1/4" oak or maple pre fin - 
$3.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" exotics pre- 
finished - $4.99 sq/ft, bamboo, 
prefinished - $3.99 sq/ft, 1-800- 
631-3342. 
r 205Furn i tu re  
290 Work  Wanted  
506 Acreages/Lots 
302 Account ing 
364 Travel  
CHROME PEDESTAL Kitchen 
Table and six chairs: $150. 
Walnut coffee, two end tables: 
$100. Hide-a-bed: $75. Little 
Tykes kitchen: $30. 250-635- 
2925. 
404• Apartments 420 Commercial 
$18 ,commerc ia l /  
/ Businesses ; 
VANCOUVER TICKET SERV- 
ICE Located in the downtown 
Hampton Inn & Suites Hotel. 
Concerts & sports. Chris Rock, 
John Mayer, Bowie, Macy Gray, 
Nickelback, Jann Arden, 
:Seahavvks, Canucks all games 
avail. ,~mas gift certificates 
avail. Hotel accommodations 
available. 1-800-920-0887 
4000 rqEW Vinyl Windows. 
Over 60 different sizes to 
choose from. Great Prices! 
Chilliwack location 1-800-546- 
8733. Surrey New & Used 
17861-54th Avenue, Surrey, 1- 
877-570-8733. 
254 Bus iness  i : 
Oppor tun i t ies  
~'i. 542 : 
• . . . . .  . . -  . /  . 
Farms/Ranches 
ADVERTISE your bustness or 
service directly to sportsmen 
and women in BC - 625,000 
copiesl You get guaranteed 
distribution to this large target 
market in two government print 
magazines. Please call Anne- 
marie at 1-800-661-6335. 
ABSOLUTELY FREE Informa- 
tion on-line. Work from home 
$25-$75/hr pt, ft. Call 1-888- 
204-8473 www.dollargenera- 
tor.com(49P6) 
BUSINESS OWNERSHIP op- 
portunity, Kitimat Curves for 
Women. Professional turnkey 
business, Does not require 
owner's presence. Curves fran- 
chise rated second in the world 
in Entrepreneur Magzine's 'Top 
500 Franchise' issue and 
number one in its category. All 
business systems in place, in- 
cluding excellent mangement 
and staff. Serious inquiries, call 
Layne at 403-254-2227 (52P1) 
i :i 258 Careers  • .r 
428 Dup lex / i  
• F:ourplex 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industry! Network technician, 
Computer Technician, Program- 
mer Analyst, Office Administra- 
tor, For program or student loan 
information from our CDI Col- 
lege Abbotsford campus Cdll 
toll (re e tqday;.1-888-421-7225 
TEST DRIVE  
Unique oppodunity oown and 
operate a 2004 Pete with zero down, 
You must have a minimum ONE YEAR 
fiat deck highway experience able and 
willing to run CANAONUSA and 
possess gooc~eferences, 
Steve or Andre (800) 653-0099 
270 Hemp Wanted  
L/OP'S AND DRIVERS, due to 
expanding work, Bulk Systems 
is currenUy hiring in the Kam- 
loops, ~/illiams Lake, Cache 
Creek and Chilliwack areas. 
Super train experience req. to 
haul wooddries within B.C. 
Men. to Fri. Weekends off. 
Medical and dental plans avail. 
competitivepay package, Fax 
resume end abstract to 604, 
795-5797 or Contact our office 
during req, hours, 8am to 5pro 
604-795-5915 or stop by 8540 
Chilliwack Mountain Rd., Chilli. 
wack, BC 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT Asso- 
ciates- Kamloops. Require-  
ments; Ability to solve custom- 
er compNnts with regard lo 
their cable broadband access to 
the Internet. Rotating shifts, 
Grade 12 or equivalent. 
$11.00/hr, Emall: kamloopsJobs 
@convergys.com Fax: (250)571- 
5870. 
KEMESS MINE Recruitment HARDWOOD INSTALLERS EASY GOING mother of two 
Opportunities: (1) Mine Oper- An opportunity to enjoy the will care for your children in her i Two BEDROOM PRIVATE 
ations General Foreman (I) Okanagan. We are looking for southside home. Available 24/7, | GROUND LEVELTOWNHOUSE 
Mine Operations Shift Foreman experienced Tile Setters to help f/t, p/t. all shifts. No transpor- | NEAR HOSPITAl. & SCHOOLS 
(1) Electrical Foreman with the Custom Housing Mar- ration provided. Reasonable m Stove, Frldge, drapes included. 
Kemess Mine is a large open ket in Vernon, BC. Must be and fair rates. Call 250-638- |washer/dryer hoo~upsavailable. 
pit mine, located in north-central' creative and well versed In all I $550per  rnon~ 
British Columbia. For a com- aspects of the FIooringlndustry. 7266(52P3) . . . .  . . . . . .  | AVAI LAB LE Ik,V~ E DIATE LY 
plate list of ob qualifications Excellent rates and working at- ~-  Looking for ~ I CALL VI AT 250-635-8650 
and experience criteria please mosphere. Fax resumes to: 
gotoour website: 250-545-0083 or email: ran 
www.northgateexploration.com 
The Shift Foreman and the 
Electrical Foreman positions will 
work a two week in/two week 
out schedule. A chartered flight 
is available for these positions 
from either Prince George or 
Slithers. 
The Mine Operations General 
Foreman will work a four day in 
and 3 day out schedule. A 
chartered flight Is available from 
Vancouver Kamloops, Kelow- 
ha, Williams Lake, Prnee 
George or Slithers. Qualified 
candidates are Invited to send 
their resume to: Kemess Mine 
-Northgate Exploration Limit- 
ed Fax: (604) 881-8401 
Emalh resume@ kemess.com 
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 
expandingl Work from home on 
your computer. (250)992-5692 
ionajewjoice @shaw.ca 
www.321easv4u.com 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY. 
Factory trained GM Tech. Du- 
ramax training required. Phone 
for pay & benefit package Infor- 
mation, located in the Central 
Cariboo country, offering re- 
creation, family community. 
Good team atmosphere. Look- 
ing for new member in busy 
dealership. Direct inquiries to 
Shop Manager: Bill Mcmillan- 
GM Shame Then. Toll free: 1- 
800-860-5515. 
CLEVER PEOPLE work at 
home. We earn $2500/5000 
per/month. Can we share our 
success with you? 1-800-372- 
0458 www.clever123.com 
BABYSITTER WANTED in my 
home. Non-smoker preferred. 
Hours flexible. Wages negoti- 
able. Call 250-635-6472 (51P3) 
IMPORTER AND distributor of 
general merchandise in Van- 
couver seeking self motivated, 
organized, aggressive and ex- 
perienced full-time sales Rep 
based in the Central or North- 
ern B.C. area. Benefits, salary, 
plus commission. No agents, 
please. Email resume to sales- 
jobs@cometstrip.com or fax 
604-304-9872 (52P1) 
LIVE-IN CARETAKER position 
available immediately. No ex- 
perience necessary - will train. 
suitable for semi-retired couple. 
Must be bondable. Drop re- 
sume at 4326 Lakelse Ave. af- 
ter 5:00P.M. (51P3) 
SQM IS hiring Mystery Shop- 
pers for Terrace, BC, If interest- 
ed please apply at www.sqm.ca 
(52P3) 
@ homefoundations.ca 
COASTAL LOGGING Compa- 
~i seeking warehouseman. 
hilUm five years directly re- 
lated experience, ability to mul- 
ti-task in busy shop environ- 
ment necessary. Position full 
time/permanent. Fax resumes: 
250-956-4888. 
WANTED: BABYSITTER or 
nanny. Flexible hours, drivers li- 
cense required, Experience and 
references required. Live in or 
out. Call 250-638-7750 (52P3) 
WANTED: PERSONAL CARE 
AIDE. 3-4 hours a week. Per- 
manent part time, on the job 
training. Certificate not required. 
A vehicle will be an asset. For 
interview call 250-635-4992. 
(51P3) 
WANTED:EXPERIENCED 
cook and housekeeper to work 
at Nicholas Dean Lodge in 
Terrace from March 15 to 
November 15 annually. 
Resume, References, and 
Cover Letter Required. To 
apply call 250-635-5295(53p3) 
SIGNING BONUSI Required 
immediately for project in 
Kelowna, journeyman & 
apprentice plumbers. Send 
resume to 604-853-4772. 
EXPERIENCED MATURE tutor 
qualified in The Orlon-Gtl- 
lingham multi-sensory ap- 
proach. Will tutor reading writ- 
ing, and math to children or 
adults in English or French, Kin- 
dergarten to grade 6 - $17/hr. 
Guaranteed results within 3-6 
months. Grades 7 to 12 - $19/hr 
Travel French and Grammar 
French courses coming soon. 
Call 250-638-0775 (51P3) 
Part time position requiring 
knowledge of ACCPAC, 
Excel, full financial cycle and 
general office procedures, 
This is a busy, small office in 
Terrace Ihat can provide 
diversily and challenge. 
Available February. 
Please send your resume to: 
Box #147 
3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5R2 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience. Call Richard 
@250-638-8526(51 p6) 
HANDYMAN SNOW removal 
for driveways, sidewalks and 
small parking lots. Equipment: 
2001 Craftsman Dual stage 
11hp 30 inch snow blower. 
$17/hr. Call Allan 250-638-0052 
(51P3). 
SNOW SHOVELLING, etc. 
reasonable rates. Call 250-638- 
8185 (51P3) 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
UJestfiaser 
Fraser Lake Sawmills, a Division of West Fraser Mills 
Ltd., and located in Fraser Lake are currently looking 
for a Certified Millwright. 
All interested are to apply in person, Monday to 
Fr day, between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. at the Millsite 
Office to complete a Company application form. All 
applicants must supply a copy of their certificate. 
For more information about Fraser Lake see: 
v~.village.fraserlk.bc.ca/index 
For more information about West Fraser Mills Ltd. see: 
www.westfraser.com 
Director of   dministrati0n/Band Manager 
Kitselas First Nation 
The Kitselas Rrst Nation is seeking a skilled and motivated 
manager to provide leadership in the administrative 
functions of the Kitselas Rrst Nation public administration. 
The successful individual will work with a management 
team of four other directors who are individually and 
collectively responsible for implementing policy and 
legislation approved by the elected Council. 
The Director of Administration (formerly referred to as the 
"Band manager")is responsible for: 
• Management of the housing, public works utilities, law 
enforcement, community planning, land registration and 
office services programs 
• Inter-governmental relations with BC, Canada and local 
and regional governments at the program level 
• Human resource development generally and the 
supervision of staff in the programs for which he/she is 
responsible 
The successful candidate will have: 
• Post-secondary education in business administration, 
public administration, or the equivalent in experience. 
• A good knowledge of the programs, funding 
opportunities, regulations and procedures of Indian and 
Northern Affairs Canada, 
• Knowledge of and experience In the use of computers, 
good administrative, communication, and organizational 
skills, good working knowledge of financial accounting 
principles, a valid provincial driver's license, and the 
willingness to travel as required 
This position is a senior management position in the 
Kttselas administration. The salary depend on training, 
education and experience and will be reviewed at the end 
of a three month probationary period and regularly at each 
annual anniversary date of commencement of 
employment, 
Please send resumes to Sharon Bennett at the Kitselas 
Administration Office 4562 Queensway Drive, Terrace, BC 
V8G 3X6. Interested individuals may also pick up a more 
detailed job description from Sharon. Applicants will be 
short listed and only those short listed will be contacted. 
Closing date is January 5, 2004 at 4:30 p.m. 
it i= 
Child Care? 
• Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information  
child care options and 0p 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program ofthe Terrace 
Woman's Resource Society 
and is funded by the Ministry of Community, 
~,~ A00riginalandWomen'sSuviees • 
p-- • 
CLINTON MANOR 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
Bachelor suites, 
I and 2 bedroom apts. 
Unfurnished and furnished. 
Close to swimming pool & 
downtown. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Phone 635-3475 
FREE CREDIT COUNSELLING 
• Consolidate debts 
. One Low Monthly Payment 
• Eliminate or Reduce Interest 
,Rebuild Your Credit Rating 
Credit Counselling Society of BC 
NON PROFIT SERVICE 
1-888-527-8999 
$26,12/FIRST MONTH for a 
phone line. Reconnection with 
no credit check, no deposits, no 
one refused. Call or visit Need- 
A-Phone.cam Tollfree at 1-866- 
444-3815 or Email: csr@needa- 
phone.con1 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint.Fall and Winter interior, 
residential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% la- 
bor discount. Professional quali- 
ty work. Reasonable rates. Free 
estimates. References avail- 
able. Call Karl, 250-615-0199 
(53P3) 
SKI SUN PEAKS RESORT BC. 
Fully equipped hotels, studios 
to 4 bedroom condos and 
chalets. Fr $99 up. Ski in/ski 
out or short walk to lifts. Hot 
tubs. Ski Packages, specials 
vwith restrictions). 
isit our website at: 
www.sunpeaksrese rvations.eom 
ernail: 
In'fo @ sunpeaksreservations.com 
Toll freee: 1-888-578-8369. 
LARGE BACHELOR suite in 
downtown area, f/s, laundry, pri- 
vate entrance, requires reliable 
tenant. Available February 1st, 
2004. $475/month includes uti- 
lities. Call 250-635-4753 (51P2) 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, close to town. No pets/par- 
ties/smoking. Available imme- 
diately. References and dam- 
age depoist required. Call 250- 
636-8874 (51P3) 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Close to downtown, suitable 
for single working person, Utili- 
ties and cable included 
$450/mo. Damage deposit and 
references required. Available 
Dec 1st. Call after 6pro 250- 
638-8010 (51P3) 
TWO BEDROOM AND three 
bedroom upper suites in Thorn- 
hill. Close to schools. $375 - 
$500/month. Contact Rob 250- 
638-7290 (50TFN) 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite on Bench close to Uplands 
Elementary School. $450 per 
month. Phone Rob 250-638- 
7290 (50C3) 
TWO BEDROOM ground level 
basement suite on Graham 
Ave. Includes laundry room and 
covered paved parking. Four 
appliances, utilities included. 
$550/mo. Available January 
1/04. Call 250-849-5463 (52P3) 
AVAILABLE JANUARY 1ST, 
spacious 1 bedroom cabin, with 
large covered porch, quiet area, 
$350/month. 250-638- 
8607(53pl) 
CLEAN THREE bedroom apart- 
ment. F/s, w/d and dishwasher. 
Downtown. Security deposit re- 
quired and no pets. 
$650/month, $325 security de- 
posit. References required. Call 
250-635-5954. (51P3) 
NEW ONE AND TWO 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS, 
close to town, four appliances. 
Non-smokers, no pets. $550/mo 
Damage deposit required. No- 
vember 1/03. Call 250-635- 
1622 or 250-635-2250 (42TFN) 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet, new paint, laundry 
facilities, on site management. 
Available immediately. Call 
Brian 250-615-2467 
OI~E, TWO & three bedroom 
apartments. Available imme- 
diately, On-site management. 
References required. Call 250- 
635-6428 or 250-638-0015 or 
250-615-O345 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent, $350, 
$450, $550 Heat and hot water 
Included. Recently painted. Se- 
curity on premises. Please call 
250-638-O015 or 250-638-1749 
(32C.TFN) 
SMALL APARTMENT in four- 
plex in Thornhill. Ideal for single 
person or couple. To view 250- 
635-8288 (49P6) 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Close to WaI-Mart 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
, On Bus Route 
• Securily Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250-.. 
635-7171 
OFFICE and 
RETAIL SPACE 
4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Main f loor  1600 sq. It, 
& 525 sq. ft. 
Second f loor  580 sq. It. 
& 960 sq. ft. 
Phone 635-3475 
HUNTINGTON 
•APARTMENTS 
laklng Applications 
Now 
for 1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities 
: • Close to schools & downlown 
• On bus route 
,, On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 
one bedroom 1/2 duplex. Suit- 
able for single person or couple. 
Close to Curling rink. Available 
January 1.04. Call 250-635- 
3042 (52P3) 
LARGE THREE bedroom du- 
plex in upper Thornhtll. F/s, 
w/d, blinds, fenced yard, fin- 
ished attic. Pets negotiable. 
Non-smokere ONLY. $675/mo. 
(negotiable for 18mo+) plus 
dam. dep. Available immediate- 
ly. Call 250-635-4368. (52P6) 
ONE BEDROOM duplex close 
to downtown. Comes with fridge 
and stove. Recently renovated 
electric heat. References re- 
quired. Phone 250-635-3796 
(50P3) 
THREE BEDROOM duplex. 
Fridge, stove, natural gas fire- 
place. Quiet location on Bench. 
$650/mo. Available Jan 1. Call 
250-615-3185 (51P3) 
• TWO BEDROOM duplex, in 
Thornhill. Fridge, stove inelud. 
ed. No Pets. Electric heat. Se-' 
curity deposit. $385 per month. 
Call 250-636-7727 (52P3) 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
: HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
. Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tendin.q Services available. 
FOR RENT, JAN. 1/04, to 1 
person: a small, 1 bedroom 
house. No pets allowed, to a 
quiet, non-smoking individual. 
Call 250-635-2158 to view. 
Rent is $400/month, includes 
qarbaqe pick-up.(53p3) 
GREAT FAMILY home on the 
Bench. Vaulted ceiling, hard- 
wood floor, five appliances, 
Three bedrooms, office, 2 1/2 
baths. $850/mo Call 250-638- 
8639 (51P5) 
KITWANGA HOMES to rent. 
One, Two; or Four Bedroom 
Units, available Now, some with 
recent renovations, F/S, W/D, 
included with all. Must See! 
250-849-5672 or 250-635-2839. 
53p3. 
LARGE SPLIT level home with 
in-law suite at 4719 Tuck. 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer, 
$900/mo. good references re- 
quired. Call 250-638-8639 
(50P4) 
ONE BEDROOM house with 
garage. Call 250-635-1636 
(50P3) 
ONE BEDROOM suite on 
Queensway suite on Queens- 
way with nice view, back deck 
and yard. $375/month. 250- 
635-2837. 
RECENTLY RENOVATED two 
- three bedroom, two bathroom 
house on large lot, quiet street 
on Southside. F/s included, 
workshop. $725/mo plus d.d. 
Call 250-635-4858 Must be 
seen to be appreciated. (51P3) 
SMALL TWO bedroom house 
available. Close to schools and 
town. Rent $600 per month. 
Utilities included. Call 250-635- 
5893 (52P3) 
THREE BEDROOM house lo- 
cated at 4509 Greig Ave. Hard- 
wood floor in living room. 
Fridge, stove, washer-dryer 
hookups. $575mo. Call 250- 
638-8639 (51P4) 
THREE BEDROOM house. C/w 
fridge, stove, fenced yard and 
carport. References required. 
Call 250-635-3796 (50P3) 
TWO BEDROOM house 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
4712 Walsh. Non-smoking, 
newly painted. $600/mo. Call 
250-638-7608 (52P3) 
TWO BEDROOM house, f/s , 
$500/month. North of Terrace, 
References and damage de- 
posit required. Animals negoti- 
able Call 250-635-2898: (51P3) 
VERY CLEAN small two bed- 
room house in Thornhfil. 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer, 
blinds. Suitable for two people. 
$490/m0 + security deposit re- 
quired. Sorry No pets or partiesl 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
635-7467. (52P3) 
FOR RENT extensively reno- 
vated 3 bedroom mobile home 
in quiet Thornhill Park. Features 
include new roof, laminate 
floors, kitchen cabinets, DW, 
and jaccuzzi tub. A must see for 
$475. References and damage 
deposit required. Phone 250- 
638-0008.53pl 
MODERN CLEAN, newly reno- 
vated two and three bedroom 
mobile homes. Will furnish if 
needed. Close to schools and 
bus routes. Includes fridge, 
stove, blinds and storage shed. 
Available immediately. Prices 
starting at $500/mo To view 
phone 250-638-1885 (52p3) 
RECENTLY RENOVATED mo- 
bile home on acreage. Quiet 
country setting. Five minute 
walk from fishing on Kalum Riv- 
er. $650/mo. Call 250-635-2124 
(50P3) 
THREE BEDROOM 14X70 
trailer. #38 Woodland Heights, 
$480 per month plus damage 
deposit. Call 250-635-0892 
(52P3) 
THREE BEDROOM on Brains 
Island. 14x64, fenced dog pen. 
Fridge,stove, gas heat. laundry 
room with washer-dryer hook- 
ups. $550/mo. Call 250-635- 
9102. (51P3) 
• WAGON / 
• F ~INCB 1930 " I 
Your Welcome l 
Wagon Hostess For ! 
Terrace, B.C. is: " I' 
. Ca.lhy I 
615 9286 I 
'If you are new tO / '  
Terrace or having a r 
baby, please call Your I 
Welcome Wagon I hostes~ for your free i 
~,~iffs and information~ 
SUN PEAKS RESORT, BC. 
Top of the Mountain Accom. 3 
Mountains, 3500 ski able acres 
with 119 runs. Fully equipped. 
1,2,3,4 bedroom condos & cha- 
lets. Fr. $99 up. Ski-in/out or 10 
rain max to lifts (walking). Hal 
tubs, saunas & jacuzzis. Stay 6 
nights & get the FIRST nighl 
FREEI (Some Restrictions Ap- 
ply) Lift Packages Available. 
www,topofthemountain.ca 
e-mail:sunpeaks @ direct.ca 
1-800-585-8834 
SKI OKANAGAN Champa~n.e 
Powder Silver Star Mountam's 
bestskNn ski-out. Bachelor to 
four bedroom suites. Rooftop 
hot tubs, fireplaces, BBQ's. 
Web specials, www.pinna- 
cles.com 1-800-551-7466. 
PAY HALF MONTH RENT for 
January, February, and March, 
Three bedroom townhouses 
close to downtown and schools. 
F/s, w/d hookups, apartments 
with w/d available. Please call 
TERRACE MANOR 250-635- 
4980(51 P3) 
WHISPER RIDGE "11 CHBA 
AWARDS" FOR THIS PRO- 
JECT Beautifully treed and val- 
ley views, 1-3 acre homesites. 
All ¢ services underground. 
Paved roads. 160 acre private 
park. (The Ranchlands) B miles 
to Vernon and 30 minutes to 
Silver Star Mountain. Lots from 
$1 O5,000-$143,000. House 
packages available. 
www.whisperddge.com 250- 
545-5472, 1-800-493-6133. 
WANTED TO buy: acreage 
close to Terrace with a scenic 
view. Good access, good drain- 
age, drilled well an asset. 
Phone 250-769-1126 {51P3) 
SUCCESSFUL RETAIL busi- 
~ness, with established customer 
!b~S,elfor saie. Owner Wants to 
pursue other interests, Apply 
Box #948, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
4R2 (41CTFN) 
10 ACRE pamel for rant 
$650/month plus damage de- 
posit. 3 Bdr. mobile with addi- 
tion, wood & oil heat. Small 
barn with 2 house stalls 1- 2 
acre pasture 1- 1 acre pasture, 
water & power at barn. Very 
quiet location. 10 minutes from 
town. School bus access. 
Chicken coop, storage shed. 
939 Farkvam Rd. Phone 250- 
635-5067 or email: deanporter 
@telus.net. 
GOING CHEAPI Four bed- 
rooms, fully finished basement. 
Close to schools and town. 
Wired shed, mature fruit trees. 
Asking $93,900.00. Call 250- 
635-2323 (51P3) 
MUST SEE home on ten acres 
six bedrooms, three baths, fin- 
ished basement and two bay 
garage. Heated two bay 40/60 
shop with overhead doors. Four 
bay RV storage shed and much 
more. Asking $205,000. Phone 
(250) 615-9339. (48P4). 
m I ~.~ i l) [¢11.I ~ I I l i f t !  
I l l  fl [Hll :l'J;{i]-J ~ ; i l  I:~ 
wo)er~ront • counlry propertie.~ 
Ranches • outdoor ~usinesses 
x,,A ST 
. • L , ¢ a a . ,  
International Marketing 
& Float Plane 
www, landquest.com 
250-798-2200"  
HARRY McCOWAN 
HORSE HAY in barn. 10001b 
round bales. $70/ea. Call 250- 
• 964-4026 (51P3) 
HEREFORD COW and calf for 
sale. 3 yrs old pregnant due 
Feb/March steer calf is 1 yr aid, 
, Both very healthy. Prefer to sell 
• pair but will separate. Includes in upper Kitimat. Five appllanc- LAKELSE LAKE, Spacious two 3/4 ton of grain and remaining 
.' es, $600/mo. References re- "bedroom main floor suite, hay $1,500. Dean Porter 250- 
quired. No pets. Call 604-483- f,s,d/w. Utilities and satellite "IV 635-5067. (53[o3) 3566 (51P3) 
Help  br ing  
ep i lepsy  
~. ,~ out  o f  the  
shadows 
i~ r:'2~.,~,  
w , *~Tmflz ~m 
deposit, small pet ok. referenc- 
es. $700. Available Dec 15. Call 
250-798-2503 or 250-615-2268 
, (50P3) 
included. Non-smoking, security 
480 Tour is t  
Accommodat ion  
1993 748E Grapple Skidder. 
Low hours. Excellent shape, 
chains. 250-395-5215 Eves or. 
250-395-6659 $60,000. ! 
SLIDE-IN SANDER for single 
axle gravel truck. $2000 aDO, 
Phone 250-635-2569 (51 P3) 
::762 Cars : 
EVERYBODY 
GETS APPROVED 
~,t0 Bankruptcy ~ 
~,  to Disability Income i f '  
~.  t0 Previous Poor Credit I r 
Guaranteed approval, employed full 
time, minimum money down, over 18, 
desire to rebuild your credit. 
CALL 1-866-878-4833 
NORRIED THE OLD JALOF 
4AY NOT MAKEIT THROU( 
ANOTHER WINTER?! 
• Previous credit problems 
are no problem 
• We deliver to your door 
• $0 down plans available 
• Fast and friendly service 
• Over 400 vehicles in stock 
• First time buyers welcome 
Call Now 24 Hour Hotline 
1-888-921-2733 
I~97-~,c 
www, thecreditguy.ca 
ood Credit.* Bankrupt! 
1999 GNC Jimmy 4door, fully 
loaded, no leather, 73,000km. 
$19,900.00 obe. Call 250-638- 
1831 
2004 Polaris 
550 RMK w/Reverse 
s173.75 
A Month 0.A.C. 
/i:i:: :': : o t ¸C 1998.Arctnc Ca 
ZR: 500 Long Track 
1:'2995.001 
Yamaha 8 Hp. 
Snowbl0wer w/Ira(ks 
Sl,799.00 
Slr0ke 151 Track 
%999;00 
2000 Yamaha 
• Mountain J ax, 100 
*$ S95.00 
2003 Arctic (at 
370 
1'3,799.00 
2003 Yamaha 
Viper 700 
$8,495.00 
2000 RMK 
550 L0ng Track 
$4,299.00 
1997 Yamaha 
,Mountain Max 700 
$3,199.00 
4946 Greig:Ave; 
• . . .  : . . . .  
Ph: 635,2909 
. . . . - , , . 
• , -  - . : "  
www.BCAutoSearch.com 
Seamh, Buy & Sell 
1000's of Top Quality 
Used Vehicles all over BC 
Call toll free: 
1-866-955-2255 or visit: 
www.BCAutoSearch.com 
1988 DODGE Grand Caravan. 
Fully loaded, 7 passenger, new 
3L, V6, transmission, brakes, 
tires. Lots of miles, very 
dependable. $2,500.00 obo 
250-638.7844(53p3) 
,¢ 
6 AO/ .  of  peop le  V 70  w i th  ep i lepsy  
i .~  young childraerne 
and 
senior citizens 
~.  ~/~ Call for 
. :~  our brochures 
I S77 SEIZURE 
Dodge 3500 
: DieseIOuadCab 4x4 : 
Auto, Ai~ Conditioning, Cruise; Tilt, Power: 
Wlnd~ LockS Seal Key less  
~ ~ " ~ L ~  :!~: CrUis~ lt'Power Wind~ 
~ w~$2i:,995 NOw$19;995 :~ 
~ PoWerWl~ ~ks ~M CO & Mote 
~,..~ ......... ......... ~ ..... .. 
: Co~itlon!ng; C~lsei:.: i~: i ;::: 
~ "*' ............... '~::~ ;:'~" '" : ~$i9;~5~iNOW $18,995::::i 
J ~ ~ : ~ J . :  : .: : : !i :: !:. !!:~:.!::!:i ..........  ~:~::: ~=========================~:::~;:~.~::::~:~::~:=~:~:~:~ .::::::: :.::.:: 
~ . . . ~ ~ * '  . , .. .i~iiii~:~i,~i 
. The tetrile Sland.r~ Is now I [ ]  
ii!i  Www.terracestandard,c0 m 
Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advertising Information 
": R e q Uest for i:: Pro oso i :.: ii 
Northwest Community  Col lege is inviting 
proposals from qualif ied firms to conduct  its 
annual  audit  commenc ing  with the 
2003/2004 fiscal year, 
Proposals must be  submitted no later than 
January 16, 2004 at 4:00 p.m. to: 
Diane Ready 
Vice President, Finance and Administration 
Northwest Community  Col lege 
5331 McConnel l  Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 4X2 
Complete  RFP documents  can be obta ined 
beginning January 2, 2004 by call ing 
Ali McDougal l  at (250) 638-5491. 
NOIRTHWEST 
Take a closer look, 
~OAST MOUNTAINS SCHOOL DISTRICT 
The Board of School Trustees, 
Coast Mountains School District 82, 
invite the public to 
SUBMIT PROPOSALS 
FOR THE USE OF t.,AOUNTAINVIEW 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. 
School Board Trustees ~,ill review only those pro- 
posals that focus exclusively on public education and 
with an implementation plan that will see 
Mountainview Elementary open for public education 
in September 2004. 
Please note that the submission date for proposals 
has changed to the close of the business day, 
JANUARY 30, 2004, 
Please submit your proposals to: 
Board of Schoo/Tru$tees 
Coast Mountains School District 82 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 31,2003- B5 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
638-7283 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
Re: The as:ale of 
GARFIELD ELMER REUM, also 
known as GARRY REUM, 
deceased, formerly uf Lakelse Lake, 
near Terrace, British Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the as:ale oF GARFIELD 
ELMER REUM also known as GARRY 
REUM are hereby notified under sec- 
tion 38 of the Trustee Act that par- 
ticulars of lheir claims hould be sent 
to the undersigned Executor at 
#200.4630 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
I B.C., V8G 156, on or before 
i February 18, 2004, after w~ictr dale 
! the Executor will dislribute the estate 
among the parties entitled b it, hav- 
ing reg0rd only 1o Ihe claims that 
have then been received.. 
DIANE SHEILA BINEI"rE, Executor 
Warner Bmdstro Brown, 
Solicitors 
•hooo /  / ing 
\KEEPIT 
~ BRJILSP! NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR ~,~swo~ LOLUMBI~ TIMBER SALE LICENCE A61023 r=,e=, 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale license Ae1023 is 
being offernd for sale by the Skeona Business Area. 
Closing Date: January 8, 2004 at 8:30 a.m. 
Geographic Location: 2 km on Branch H-85 Harper FSR 
Estimated Volume: 16 620 cubic metros, more or less 
Term: 18 months 
Logging IMethod: ' This timber sale licenee has been designed for harvest using 
combination of Highlead Cable and Ground Based systems. The use ef other systems 
may be subject Io [he Forest Practices Code of Bdtish Cotumbis Rot and its regulations. 
Upset Stumpege Flare: The upset stump~ge rate was determined by the variable cost 
method and is epplioal~e only to esnitemus green sawlog grades (except Intedor Grade 3). 
Upset ~.~mpage Rate/cubic metre for eempetltive Volumes: 
61023 ~ "~ log  9527 $10,12 
Speelespercmt:~/;alsam~ 55%, Hemlock 43%, Spruce 2% 
This timber sal~ ~:enco contains 7093 i f  non-co~L~etitiVe olUme and is fully devol~d, 
"lenders wili on~y be" accepied 'from ind'ivid uals~r.~co Ipo;;t ;on s reassert/a; a-BC ~ m~0"~r  
Sales Enterprise in Category Any. 
This license requires the building of approximately 0.9 kilometres of on.brock roads and 
appmximalely 0.35 kilometres el access road under an associated Road Permit, 
This liesnce is subjecl to, among other things, now maximum term limits and exlonslon 
fee and surrender provisions. Applicants are advised to careMly consider the impact of 
Ihese changes when Iormulaling their bids. Furlher information on these changes may 
be found inAdvlsory 8ultelin 11104103, 
Applications will be accepled by the Timber Bales Manager, Terrace "timber Sales Office, 
Bkesna Business Area, 200 • 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia veGI 1L1 
until B:30 am. on January 8, 2004, 
Them is additional material that the applicant must consider in their appllcalien, Thls 
material which includes application forms and other ln{ormation about the TeL can be 
obtained from the above BC Timber Sales Business Area Office, 
Tender packages sre available st the above r~ddross, or by contacting Ihe receptionist at 
250.638.5100, 
For field enquires only, contact Andy SpangL 
An electronic version of this notice le available at: 
hnp://gw~NS.for, gov.he.co/notlcee/lnlt.do? 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "B" (Lan d Use Plan) of the City of Terrace Official 
Commun ty Pan Bylaw No. 1771-2002. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the land, within the City of Terrace, 
shown hatched on the accompanying map and described as: 
Lot G, District Lot 369, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 1633 
except Plans 3238 and 3624 
[4402 Keith Avenue] 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "B" (Land Use Plan) of the Official 
Comrnunily Plan by changing the designation of the land sho~n 
hatched on the accompanying map: 
FRO~: Heavy Industrial 
TO: Service Commercial 
To allow for potential future commercial use on the subject 
property. 
L 
I iii:i 
~1 ~. .~HIGHWAY 16 . 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AJ~ENDMENT "BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the recep- 
tion area at the City oF Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. each day' from Wednesday~ December 31st, 2003, 
to Monday, January 121h, 2004, excluding Saturdays, Sundays 
and New Years Day. 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS: 
An~, persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this appli- 
canon may do so in wriling, and/or in person, AT THE PUBUC 
HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAhtBERS, AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, JANUARY 12THe 
2004. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENIT ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTIC:E and be governed accordingly. 
RaN PeeLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
i 
Deanna Eunice SPENCER this is your 
official notice Ihat at 9:30 a.m. on January 
15, 2004 at Prince Rupert Family Court at 
,.~BJ~T'L~H 100 Market Place, Prince Rupert, British 
LOLUMBIA Columbia, the Director of Child, Family 
and Community Services will make an 
application for a Continuing Custody Order, pursuant to 
Section 49(10) of the Child, Family and Community Service 
Act in connection with your child, RPB, born January 25, 
1990. 
You have the right to be present and to be represented by 
legal counsel. Deanna Eunice SPENCER, or anyone knowing 
her present whereabouts, please contact ROd Kingsfield, 
Social Worker, Ministry of Children and Family Development, 
580-309 2nd Avenue West, Prince Rupert, British Columbia, 
V8J 3T1. Telephone: (250) 624-7594 
I ~¢ .,BRI:riSH CALLING FOR TENDERS u~ o~ 
Sealed Tenders for the following Timber Resonnaissance.$koene So'uth contract will be 
received by the -timber Sales Manager, Terrace `timber Bales Office, Bkeena Business 
Area, 200.5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Co/umbia on the dates shown below: 
Contract: SD2004TSK'rE-217 Located: Desque and Lower Skeena operating area 
within the Terrace Field Team Area, for "timber Reconnaissance on approximately 346 
hectores, 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 9:00 a.m,, January 6, 2004, at which time all lenders 
wall be opened. 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms and In Ihe envelope supplied which, with the 
particulars, may be obtained from the Timber Sales Manager at the above address, 
Tenders will not be considered hsving any qualifying clauses whatsoever end the lowest 
or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. The work wilt be edmln]slered by the 
ed:ish Columbia Ministry of Forests. 
For field onquirss only, contact Chdstopber B. Lind at Terrace Field Office (location) dur- 
ing business hours, phone 250 638.5164 or fax 250 638.5176, or to receive a copy of 
the tender package only, contact the receptionist at 250-638-5100, 
The awarding of the contract is subject to the availability of funds for the year field work 
is required. 
i 
i i i  
~~.~ CiTY OF TERRACE 
REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS 
OF INTEREST 
EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST are requested by the City of 
Terrace from interested parties for the development of a 
conference centre as a public- private partnership. 
The conference centre will generally involve the construc- 
tion of a facility capable of hosting conferences up to 600 
people and include a hotel or an addition to an existing 
hotel to ensure a minimum of 50 guest rooms with the 
f( :dity. 
nose parties interested in receiving a Call for Proposal 
for this project are to contact: 
Paul Gipps, Director of Special Projects 
City of Terrace 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X8 
Phone: (250) 638-4724 
Fax: (250) 638-4777 
;( ~BRi:I'ISH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR u,~wv ( ~  
,~ LOLUMBI^ TIMBER SALE LICENCE A61020 r==~ 
Take notice that, pursuant o Section 20 ot the Forest Act, timber sale licence A61020 Is 
being offered for sale by the Skeena Business Area. 
Closing Dale: January 8, 2004 at 10:30 e.m. 
Geographic Location: 8.5 km Branch H-35 Harper FSR 
Estimated Volume: 13 577 cubic metres, more or less 
Term: 18 months 
Logging Method: This timber sale license has been designed for harvest using 
GBS and Cable. The use of other systems may be subject to the Forest Practices Code 
of Bdtish Columbia Act and its regulations, 
Upset Stumpege Rate: The upset stumpage rate was determined by the vodable pdc- 
Ing system and is applicable only Io coniferous green sewlog grades (except Intedor 
Grade 3), 
Upset Stumpage Rate/cubic metre for competitive volumes: 
Product Volume Ba.t~ 
61020 Bowleg 6439 $17.26 
Species percent: Balsam 27%, Hemlock 73% 
• , , . J 
This timbbl" ~are llceffcecontalns ?t 38 of non;competitive Volume and Is lully developed:;. 
Tenders wil['6~l~/be'a~epled'from indivlduals-o(cfrporatl~ns registered asaBe Timbal: ' 
Sales Enterprise in Category Any. 
This license requires the building of approximately 2,2 kilornetms of on-beck roads, 
This license is subject Io, among other things now maximum term limits and extension 
fee and surrender provisions, Applicants are advised to carefully consider the Impact el 
those changes when formulellng their bids, Further information on these changes may 
be found in Advisory Bulletin 11104/03, 
Applications will be eccepled by the Timber Bales Manager, Terrace `timber Bales Office, 
Skeena Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1L1 
until 10:30 a.m. co January 8, 2003. 
There is eddiUonsl matedal that the applicant must consider in their application. This 
msterial which includes application forms and other Inlormallon about the TSL can b e 
obtained Item the above BC "timber Bales Business Area Office, 
Tender packages are available at the above address, or by contacting the recepllonist at 
250.638.5f 00. 
For field onquirss only, contact Andy Spangt. 
A n  electronlc version of thle notice Is available at: 
http://gww5.for.gov.bc.ce/notices/InlLdo? 
i . t  
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431 -1995. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the land, within the Cily of Terrace, 
shown hatched on the accompanying map and described as: 
Lot G, District Lot 369, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 1633 
except Plans 3238 and 3624 
[4402 Keith Avenue] 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule %" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 1431- 
199.5 by changing the zoning classification o] the properly 
shown hatched on the accompanying map: 
FROM: M2 (Heavy Industrial) 
TO: C3 (Service Commercial) 
To allow for potential future commercial use on the subject 
properly. 
~1--1~1 ~ HIGHWAY 16 . . . /  
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLA~A/ AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the recep- 
tion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
I 4:30 p.m. each day from Wednesday r December 31st, 2003, 
I Monday, January 12th, 2004, exclu;ding Saturdays, Sundays 
( id New Years Day. 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS~ 
ty persons wishing to voice their oplnions regarding this appli- 
( h'on may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE PUBUC 
I !ARING TO BE HELD IN THE ~UNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, JANUARY 12TH, 
2004. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCEWITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMEND~ 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN PeeLE, Chief Adminis!ralive Officer 
i I .! 
i • , I 
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Sports Year In Review 
January 
Michael Dahms, skip for Terrace's hottest 
teen curling rink i s  named male athlete Of the 
year by Curl B.C. And the Terrace Curling Club 
is named club of the year by that organization, 
which is in charge of overseeing curling in the 
province. 
Dahms credits his other teammates, Matt 
Gyorfi. Carl Haugland and Kore Melanson for 
their hard work in getting the award, q'he team 
won the provincial championships in 2002, earn- 
ing them a spot at the 2003 Canada Winter 
Games in Bathurst New Brunswick. 
~ Yr -k -k "k 
Local ringette players Amanda Bedwell, 13. 
and Chloe Curtis, 12, earn a spot on an elite 
northern ringette team and are en route to play at 
the Tween AA All-Star playdowns. 
W ~,k  ~Yr  
After months of eager anticipation Sha,'nes 
Mountain finally opens Jan. 29. A depressing 
lack of snow forced the resort to remain closed 
until a sufficient base could accumulate. It's the 
latest opening ever in the 13-year history of the 
popular skiing and snowboarding destination. 
~ "/r "/r "/r ~ 
Joe Pelletier, a local hockey buff celebrates 
the publication of his first book: The World Cttp 
of Hockey: A history of hockey's greatest tourna- 
/neHt. 
Co-authored by Swede Patrick Houda. the 
hard-cover book chronicles the Canada Cup, now 
called the World Cup of hockey, since its early 
days. 
February 
Despite little money in the Special Olympics 
coffers several local athletes continue to hit the 
ice at the Terrace Curling rink and are on their 
way to Smithers for a tournament. 
David Martens. Janis Sharyk, Laudie Andrade 
and Michael Strachan made up the foursome to 
attend the tournament. 
~ Yr-k W "k 
SYLVIE GIANNELIA gets some air time at 
the Forum Snowboards Youngblood com- 
petition - she placed first in the women's di- 
vision. TARA VALK PHOTO 
CAM MacKay ~s named Coach of the Year by B.C. School Sports. The 35-year coaching veteran is flanked by high school basketball play- 
ers Lee Johnson, left, Bryan Matthews and Matt Arruda. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Terrace snowboarder Sylvie Giannelia, 15, 
earns top spot at the Forum Snovcboards Young- 
blood contesl in Big White. 
Ruins teammate Mike Pederson, 16, nabbed 
top spot in the boys division and Tim Dopko, 23, 
nailed first place in the exhibition division for ri- 
ders over 19. 
Yr -k -k "k "k 
Northern B.C, Winter Games athletes return to 
Terrace with oodles of medals. Participants how 
team logs an important win at the AAA provin- 
cial championships. Facing powerhouse southern 
teams the boys held their own in two other 
games managing to keep the games within slim 
margins. 
The Terrace Bluebacks get a few extra tips 
from one-time Olympic coach. Mark Fellner was 
in Terrace putting on a clinic for the swimmers 
their stuff in the fields of curling, figure skating, along with swimmers from Kitimat and Smithers. 
gymnastics, soccer, swimming and wrestling. ~.~1. o~'  41' '~ W "~, "k "k "/r 
~, 'k "k'/r-k "~/,~ream White nabs top spot in the Terrace 
Shames Mountain s newest run Rodeo, proves l~4i~lget House championships. 
ultra-popular with area snowboards. The run l:ea- ~- ,k -k -k -I- 
tures obstacles called rails and fun boxes, upping 
the ante for snowboarders looking to challenge 
themselves off natural terrain. 
Centennial Christian School's junior boys earn 
top spot in their zone. 
March 
Kylie Bird, 17, heads to the single A provin- 
cial ringette championships playing forward for 
the Quesnel Belles. 
Yr Yr '/¢ ~ "~' 
Terrace's Dahms rink puts in a disappointing 
performance at the Canada Winter Games in 
New Brunswick winning just on game of six at 
12 teams vying for podium placement. 
",k ,k "~" -~' ,k 
Terrace Inland Kenworth Bantam reps can't 
fight off the powerful Smithers Storm in zone 
final playdowns. Terrace loses out on advancing 
to provincials by a score of 7-2. 
~ ~r Yr -k 'Or 
Terrace's top teen bowlers attend the provin- 
cial championships in Kelowna. Mike Dahrns, 
Jesse Mumford, Carl Haugland, Robbie Miller, 
Matthew Kumpolt and Phillip Durand tire looking 
for a repeat of the previous year's gold medal 
win earning them a spot at the national cham- 
pionships. But the defending champions were 
laced with tough competition and came out 
fourth overall. 
Terrace's Kore Melanson juvenile curling rink 
nabs fourth spot at the provincial championships. 
.,k ,k ,,k ,/r -/r 
The sixth annual Ruins Cup at Shames Moun- 
tain sees snowboarders and skiers battle for 
money and prizes in the side-by-side racing. Rob 
Schibli tops the men's ski division, Colin Davies 
takes the men's snowboarding class and women's 
snowboarding goes to Sylvie Giannelia 
W ,k -k "k ,k 
Seven local snowmobilers count their bless- 
ings after surviving an avalanche which saw one 
member of their party buried beneath the snow 
for 20 minutes. The awdanche happened March 
15 at Anweiler Creek 60 km north of Terrace 
the national event .  The squad hmded up l l th  of  April 
Yr ~ "k ',/r "k 
The Caledonia Kerrnodes boys basketball 
ERIC BEVAN, Tyler Quinn and Colby Link are selected to the Under-16 Best Ever northwest 
zone team to play at the prestigious B.C. Cup: 
Terrace hockey players Taylor Quinn, Colby 
Link and Eric Bev~ln are selected to the presti- 
gious under-16 northwest zone team. The three 
teens join other elite northwestern players at the 
prestigious B.C. Cup in Sahnon Arm. 
-k -A- -,k ,k .Or 
Friday night free swims at the Terrace Aqua- 
tic Centre are threatened after hooligans behave 
badly alter the weekly event. Stepped tip auxil- 
iary police patrol help curb the problems and the 
program remains intact. 
~r Yr "k "# ~ 
Terrace Bluebacks kick off the long course 
season with the Prince George Moose Meet. 
Several swimmers bring home medals and put in 
100 per cent best times. 
Totem Saddle Club introduces a new event 
called Percentage Days. It's a chance for riders 
to try out the discipline of dressage in a relaxed 
atmosphere. 
May 
Terrace high school basketball coach Cam 
MacKay is named B.C. School Sports coach of 
the year. 
The Terrace Skating Club recognizes it's top 
skaters at its year-end banquet. Joanne Homeniuk 
is named skater of the year, 
~ "/r ~ "/r "k 
Val Jeffery earns a berth at the world karate 
championships after earning two bronze medals 
at the World Karate Association-Canada's natio- 
nal championships, 
The annua Kitimat River Challenge sees the 
top three racers complete the gruelling 60-km 
ride within one second of each other. Smithers 
rider Craig Richey finishes first in a time of 
1:39:48 followed one second later by Terrace's 
Mike Christensen and one second after that by 
Terrace's Jon Lambert, 
• /t  ~ -lit ./t ,k 
Terrace bodybuilder Ahsley Whittington takes 
second place at the Western Naturals Bodybuild- 
ing fitness and figure competition i  Nanaimo. 
June 
For the second year in a row Terrace's Stun. 
mer Runners - an all women's relay team - takes 
JOE PELLETIEIq publishes his first book on 
the history of the World Cup of Hockey. 
top spot in the women's division of the Skeena 
River Relay. Seventeen teams .from Terrace, 
Prince Rupert, Smithers and Terrace spent June 
7 hitting the pavement in the race which sees 
teams run from the Prince Rupert to Terrace 
along Hwy 16. 
• k ,/t ,k ~ ,,k 
Terrace U-12 girls select soccer team makes 
history by winning the zone playdowns, earning 
themselves a spot at the Nike Provincial Cup in 
Maple Ridge next month. They are the first girls 
select team from Terrace to wm zones. 
Allison Knoedler, 13, makes the national qua- 
lifying time in the 200 metre breaststroke. She 
beat the qualifying time for club nationals by a 
full second - posting a time of 2:55:86 - at this 
year's northern championships in Prince George 
June 6-8. 
"/r ~ '/k," "/t ~ 
Local elementary students break or meet re- 
cords at the annual Terrace Elementary School 
Association's track meet. More than 300 students 
took part, Record breakers include Jenny John- 
son, 9, Cody Kellar, 10 and Katrina Porter, 9. 
" , :  . " 
:r ' '  
SKIERS are side by side going Into the 
turns at the annual sklercross. 
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